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SUMMARY

Batte]le, in cooperationwith Ashbrook-Simon-Hartley(ASH),

EPRI/CQ, Inc., and Professor S. Chiang of the University of Pittsburgh,

conducted a two-phaseresearch and developmentprogram to demonstratethe

applicationof the electroacousticdewatering (EAD) process to fine (-100

mesh) and ultrafine (-325 mesh) coals. The program was supportedby the U.S.

Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center, and included

industrialcost sharing by ASH and EPRI/CQ, Inc.

The program equally emphasizedlaboratory and continuoustesting.

In Phase I, batch EAD tests utilizingtwo types of coal and two feed sizes

were conducted to (a) validate the technical feasibilityof EAD to achieve

moisture levels of 20 and 30 percent with -100 mesh and -325 mesh coals,

respectivelyand (b) recommendoperating conditions for continuoustests. In

Phase II, a I m EAD belt press (belt width I m) process research unit (PRU)

was modified and tested at CQ Inc., in Homer City, Pennsylvania,to (a)

demonstrate the feasibilityof continuous EAD, (b) obtain scale-up data and,

(c) obtain process economicsdata. The results showed that EAD can be used to

achieve final cake moisture levels as low as 22 and 31 percent for continuous

dewatering of -100 mesh and -325 mesh coal, respectively. The process can be

further improved by equipmentmodificationto cost-effectivelyachieve

potentially lower moisture levels. The laboratory results showed the minimum

moisture levels to be 2 to 3 percent lower compared to the PRU, i.e., 20

percent for -]00 mesh coal and 28 percent for -325 mesh coal, since the PRU

could not be operated under as favorableprocess conditions as the laboratory

unit.

THE NEED AND THE PROPOSED PROCESS

Because of the increasingemphasis on cleaning fine and ultrafine

coals and the high cost and other problemswith thermal drying, there is a

need for enhanced, non-thermaldewatering. Commercialmechanical dewatering

equipmentcannot achieve moisture levels lower than about 35 and 45 percent
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for -100 mesh and -325 mesh coals, respectively. The EAD process, on the

other hand, was shown in this program to reduce moisture levels an additional

13 to 14 percent in continuoustests and an additional 15 to 16 percent in the

laboratory tests compared with state-of-the-artequipment.

The EAD process utilizes a synergisticcombination of electric and

acoustic fields in conjunctionwith conventionalmechanical dewatering

processes. The main electric field mechanism is electro-osmosiscaused by

applicationof a DC potentialwhen an anode and a cathode are brought in

contact with a filter cake. The applicationof acoustic energy in the

ultrasonic range is believed to enhance the electro-osmoticand mechanical

dewatering by removing pore, capillary, and interstitialwater through

agglomeration.

A single-roll belt press, adapted to EADhas previously been shown

to be commercially feasible for sewage sludge dewatering. A PRUbased on this

concept was adapted for coal dewatering. The feed to the PRU are filter cakes

produced by conventional mechanical dewatering equipments such as vacuum disc

filters and centrifuges. In this sense existing mechanical dewatering systems

are not replaced; instead, EAD is used as a post-dewatering unit in place of

thermal drying.

LABORATORY EAD TESTS

A batch-EAD system (7.6 cm I.D.) was used to simulate the belt

press EAD concept. The initial tests were conductedto determine if coal

flocculationwas necessary to achieve satisfactorysolids retention on porous,

polyester filter belts used in EAD PRU. With the help of ProfessorChiang,

several effective coal flocculentswere identified;however, the EAD helt

press simulation results showed that it was neither necessary nor desirable to

use flocculation. Later tests with PRU confirmedthat solids retention

without flocculentswas high (99 percent).

Most laboratorywork involved two-step parametric testing on -100

nesh and -325 mesh Upper Freeportcoal samples. About two-thirds of the tests
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were factoriallydesigned to estimate the primary effects and interactions.

These resultswere used to select variable settings to determine EAb

parametricvalues that met target moisture objectives.

The parameters for-100 mesh coal were dewatering time, DC voltage

gradient, ultrasonic intensity,and solids loading (i.e.,cake thickness).

Pressurewas maintained at 5 psi (gauge). The EAD performancewas analyzed in

terms of (a) reduced moisture content of coal, (b) specific energy consumption

(kWh/Ibfiltrate), (c) total energy cost [dollars/ton(DS) coal] at $.05/kWh,

and (d) throughput [tons (DS)/hr/mbelt width]. The coal was prepared at CQ,

Inc. by froth flotation and th_n centrifugedin the laboratory at Battelle,

yielding an initial moisture level in the range of 39 to 41 percent.

Dewatering for 6 minutes with pressure only (no EAD) resulted in an average

final moisture level of 36.1 percent. On the other hand, the EAD tests,

conducted from I to 6 minute dewatering intervals,resulted in final moisture

levels of 32.1 to 19.8 percent. The specific energy end total energy cost

increasedwith decreasing final cake moisture. At the lowest final moisture

level (19.8 percent), the specificenergy consumptionwas 0.250 kWh/Ib

filtrate,which correspondsto 10.07 dollars/ton (DS). At a lower moisture

level (22.0 percent), specific energy consumptionand total energy cost

decreased to 0.187 kWh/Ib, or 6.59 dollars/ton (DS). These specific energy

values were 2 to 3 times higher than those observed for batch tests with -325

mesh coal. The difference can be attributedto the higher electrical

conductivityof process water used at CQ, Inc., where the -100 mesh coal was

prepared. The energy cost can be reduced by controllingthe dissolved solids

in process water, as was done in producingthe -325 mesh coal sample.

A regression model that fit the -100 mesh EAD data, was devoloped.

Both the observed data and regressionmodel showed that increasing the levels

of any of the four EAD parametersdecreased the moisture content. Specific

energy consumption increasedwith increasingdewatering time and voltage

gradient but decreased with ultrasonic intensityfrom 0 to 0.88 W/cm2 or with

solids loadingup to at least 12 kg (DS)/m2. Since an increase in solids

loading also proportionatelyincreasesthe throughput (capacity)of EAD belt

press, it becomes a critical EAD parameter. The results also show that
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increasingthe dewatering time beyond about 4 minutes was ineffectiveand

wasted energy.

The samples of the Upper Freeport -325 mesh coal were prepared at

University of Kentucky by column flotation and pressure filtration,yielding a

moisture level of 45 to 47 percent (average). In control tests (no EAD), the

final cake moisture averaged 41.9 percent. On the other hand, the final

moisture contentwith EAD was as low as 28.1 percent. The specific energy at

this moisture level was 0.104 kWh/Ib filtrate,which correspondsto 5.48

dollars/ton (DS) coal. At a somewhat higher moisture level of 29.3 percent,

the specific energy consumptionand total energy cost decreased to 0.059

kWh/Ib filtrate and 2.90 dollars/ton (DS) coal, respectively.

The -325 mesh coal EAD parameters included the -100 mesh coal

parameters as well as pressure. The observed results and a regression model

showed that tilemoisture content as well as specific energy consumptionwere

reducedwith increasingpressure in the range of practical values for the EAD

belt press (i.e., 0-6 psi). The results for other parameterswere generally

similar to those observed for -100 mesh coal. The ultrasonic intensity had a

greater influenceon reducing moisture content of -325 mesh coal than the -100

mesh coal. This difference probably results from the stronger shear-thinning

effect of ultrasonicsmeasured for -325 mesh coal than for the -100 mesh coal.

The solids loading effect for-325 mesh reached an optimum at a lower value

than that for -100 mesh coal. The data showed that a dewateringtime greater

than about 3 minutes was only marginally effective in decreasingcake moisture

and wasted energy.

CONTINUOUS EAD PRU TESTS

An existing l-m EAD belt press PRUwas first modified and checked

for mechanical performance at ASH facilities in Houston, Texas. The PRUwas

then tested at EPRI/CQ, Inc., facilities in Homer City, Pennsylvania during

two test campaigns. In the first campaign, 22 tests were conducted with -100

mesh, Upper Freeport coal that had been cleaned by froth flotation and

predewatered in a vacuum disc filter to a moisture level of 36 to 38 percent.
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Results demonstratedthe feasibilityof continuous EAD in achieving a moisture

level as low as 22 percent at a throughput as high as 1.35 ton (DS)/hr. The

correspondingenergy cost was 3.67 dollars/ton (DS) coal. The solids loading

and voltage gradient had the most visible effect on final moisture content and

ultrasonics had the least. The poor ultrasonicseffect in the PRU tests

compared to laboratorytests was probably due to poor ultrasonic coupling

caused by a mechanical design probleI_lwith the ultrasonicseal in the PR_.

The belt speed (dewateringtime) was maintained at I m/min (2.7 minutes) and

the maximum attainable pressurewas 3.3 psi. Higher belt speeds and a cake

thicknessgreater than 1.9 cm were desired to test the PRU at higher

throughputconditions but were not possible due to a capacity limitationof

the feed preparationplant.

A comparison of -100 mesh coal PRU test resultswith laboratory

results under comparableprocess conditionsshowed that the final moisture

values were about the same. However, the specific energy use i_ PRU was about

15 percent higher, lt is believed that this difference is primarily a result

of the poor ultrasonic coupling achieved in the PRU tests.

The PRU performancefor-100 mesh could be improved by (a)

improvingthe ultrasonic seal, (b) using a higher solids loading

(correspondingto 3.8 cm thick feed cake), (c) employinghigher pressures

(greater than 3.3 psi), (d) using higher belt speeds (greaterthan I m/min) in

combinationwith higher voltage gradients (greaterthan 50 v/cre),and (e)

controllingthe processwater hardness and total dissolved solids. Based on

implementingthe first three improvementsat two levels ("conservative"and

"optimistic"),EAD performancefor continuousdewatering was projected

utilizing experimentalresults. Accordingly,the total energy costs to

achieve a final moisture level of 20 percent at a throughput of 2.70 tons

(DS)/hr/mbelt width for the conservative (0.33 watts/cm2 ultrasonics and 4.6

psi pressure) and optimistic (0.66 watts/cmz and 6 psi) cases are projectedto

be 3.36 and 1.48 dollars/ton (DS), _espectively.



A second series of tests were performed on a 50 ton batch of-325

mesh coal. Because column-flotation- or microbubble-flotation-cleaned

coals/sites were unavailable (as originally desired based on laboratory

testing), a batch of -28 mesh froth-flotation-cleaned coal from the Homer City

Power plant was obtained and reground at CQ, !nc. to -325 mesh size. The coal

(a blend of several Upper Freeport coals) was predewatered by a solid bowl

centrifuge to a moisture level that varied from 46 to 48 percent. Ali EAD

tests were conducted at 3.3 psi pressure and 0.5 m/min belt speed (i.e., 5.4

min dewatering time). Higher belt speeds were not attempted because of the

limited capacity of the grinding equipment. EADreduced the moisture content

of a 1.9-cm thick cake [corresponding to a throughput of 0.56 ton (DS)/hr], to

as low as 31 percent. However, the energy cost was high, i.e., 7.77

dollars/ton (DS).

As in the case of -100 mesh coal tests, the only mechanical design

problem encountered during -325 mesh coal testing was the poor ultrasonic

coupling as a result of leaking ultrasonic seals. The coal feed was spread

uniformly across the belt and discharged easily. Ali other equipment and

instruments performed satisfactorily. The PRUdesign capacity for pressure

was 3.3 psi which is below the optimum of 6 psi determined through laboratory

testing. The belt speed was kept below the optimum to match the throughput of

the feed pl ant.

The -325 mesh coal PRUresults were comparable with laboratory

results in terms of moisture reduction but not energy consumption. The PRU

tests consumed 2 to 3 times higher specific energy than laboratory tests.

This is believed to result mostly from the much higher electrical conduc-

tivity of the filtrate in the PRUtests; the poor ultrasonic coupling and

lower cake pressure for PRUtests also contributed some increase in energy

consumption as irl the case of-100 mesh coal. The PRU specific energy

consumption values for -325 mesh coal were of the same order of magnitude as

for-100 mesh coal PRU tests. This probably results because the feed coals

were prepared using similar process water and, therefore, had comparable
electrical conductivities.
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The -325 mesh coal performanceis also projected to be

significantlyimproved with the design-and-processingcondition cl_anges

identifiedfor -I00 mesh coal. A thicker cake (e.g., 3.8 cm), a higher belt

speed (e.g., i m/min), higher pressure (e.g., 4.6 psi), and improved

ultrasonic seals can be implementedinto a commercial ZAD machine. Based on

these improvements,projectionsof EAD performancewere made for two levels ef

improvements,i.e., "conservative"and "optimistic". Accordingly,the total

energy costs to achieve a final moisture level of 30 percent at a throughput

of 2.24 ton (DS)/hr/mbelt width for conservativeand optimistic cases are

projected to be 3.71 and 1.47 dollars/ton (DS), respectively.

EAD ECONOMICS

Economic analyses were carried out for EAD applicationsto -100

mesh and -325 mesh coal dewatering. Fixed capital cost estimates for EAD belt

press, incorporatingfeatures to handle the desired cake thickness, pressure,

belt speeds, and ultrasonic energy,were provided by ASH. The capital and

operatingcosts were compared with thermal drying, which is the only

commercial alternativeto EAD. An indirect-heateddryer was selected because

of the fine size of coal. Cost comparisonswere made for various daily

throughputs,based on a 16 hr/day operationwith about 5 to 10 percent of coal

preparationplant feed being in the fine/ultrafinerange. The sensitivities

of costs to various final moisture levels were also determined.

Based on the actual -100 mesh coal PRU operatingconditions,which

were suboptimalwith respect to throughput and ultrasonic intensity, the EAD

operatingcosts were found to be higher than thermal drying. On doubling the

cake thicknessto 3.8 cm, which can be handled in a commercial-sizeEAD

machine with a minor redesigneffort, the EAD costs we,e considerablylower

than thermal drying at all throughputs. The economic analyses showed that EAD

is more capital intensivethan thermal drying, while thermal drying is much

more energy intensivethan EAD.

The -100 mesh coal EADeconomics is projected to be further

improved by design modifications to achieve pressures and ultrasonic
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intensitiesutilized in laboratory tests. By implementingthese design

improvementsin commercial-sizeEAD machine, which is expected to be 2.5 times

larger than the PRU, the total operatingcosts for reducing the coal moisture

from 37 to 20 percent are projected to be 7.50 dollars/ton (DS) and 5.80

dollars/ton (DS) for conservativeand optimisticcases, respectively.

Estimated thermal drying cost for such a moisture reduction for a 500 ton

(DS)/day plant was $10.50/ton (DS). There is a potential to further reduce

the operating costs, but such cost projectionscannot be made with confidence

without obtaining additional test data.

The results of economic analysis for -325 mesh coal were similar to

-lO0 mesh coal. The conservativeand optimisticestimates of operatingcosts

for a commercial-sizeEAD machine to reduce the moisture content of -325 mesh

coal from 47 to 30 percentmoisture are 8.70 dollars/ton (DS) and 5.90

dollars/ton (DS), respectively. Estimatedthermal drying costs for such a

moisture reductionwas $10.80/ton (DS). Again, the economics can be improved

by further optimizationin terms of throughput.

RECOMMENDEDFUTURE WORK

The results of this program suggestthe need to implementseveral

design changes of minor to medium difficulty to improve EAD bel_ press

performance. The results of the econcmic analyses also suggest the need to

optimize the process by concentratingon operating conditions designed to

maximize throughput,even at the price of increasing energy cost. Such a test

program should be carried out at a commercialcoal preparation plant capable

of providing at least 3 tons (DS)/hrof coal.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Product coal and coal refuse dewatering has become a serious

problem as a result of an increasing amount of fines (-100 mesh) in conven-

tional coal preparationplants and an increasing emphasis on ultrafine (-325

mesh) coal cleaning to achieve w.:rylow impurity levels. Current dewatering

equipment cannot dewater -325 me:shcoal to less than about 45 percent mois-

ture; but coal-water mixtures and low-cost pelletizationrequire dewatering to

30 percent. One piece of commercial equipment is suitable for dewatering

(non-thermaldrying) of -100 mesh coal to the 20 percent moisture level

acceptable for blending with coarse coal for use as conventionalboiler fuel;

but the cost is high and the process is not continuous. Thermal drying is an

unattractivealternativebecause of its high cost, potentialdust control pro-

blems, and oxidation of the coal surface. Therefore, an improved,non-thermal

dewatering process is needed, lo address this need, Battelle (Columbus,Ohio)

undertookdevelopment of its electro-acoustic(EAD) process to demonstrate its

commercial potential for continuous dewatering of fine and ultrafine coals.

The pilot plant (PRU) and laboratory results, provided in this report, show

that a commercial-sizeEAD machine is expected to economicallyachieve the

dewatering targets for -100 mesh and -325 mesh coals.
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The EAD process developedused the synergisticeffect of combiqing

electric and ultrasonic fields with mechanical pressure in a belt press

arrangement. The process was patented by Battelle in 1985. lt received an

"lR-lO0" award in 19B6 and the "Productof the Year" award by the American

FiltrationSociety in 1990.

The developmentaleffort consisted of a two-phaseproject covering

laboratory-and commercial-s,zalefeasibilitytesting. Battelle cooperated in

this effort with (a) the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) through its

subsidiary,CQ, Inc., (b) Ashbrook-Simon-Hartley(ASH), and (c) Professor

S. H. Chiang of the University of Pittsburgh. This report covers the results

of a 2.5-year effort. The projectobjectives and approach are described

below, along with the organizationof the report.

1.I OBJECTIVES

The key objectivesof this projectwere:

(I) Phase I--To validate,through laboratory-scaletesting, the

expected technical feasibilityof the EAD process as

applied to fine (-100 mesh) and ultrafine (-325

mesh) coal and recommend conditions for continuous

testing in Phase II.

(2) Phase II--To obtain data from a continuous,commercial-scale,

process research unit (PRU) for input to conduct an

economic analysis and to provide engineeringdata

for improved design of commercial EAD belt presses,

as well as to promote adaptationof the process by

the coal preparationindustry.
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! .2. __APPROACH

A two-phase project was executed that equally emphasized laboratory

investigationand continuous testing. In Phase I, batch EAD tests utilizing

two types of coal and two feed sizes were conducted. The tests used pressure-

assisted EAD to simulate a belt press filter operation. The Phase I data were

used in Phase II to make the necessarymodificationsof an existing belt press

EAD PRU, as well as to outline a field test program. The modified PRU was

then tested at EPRI's coal cleaning test facility in Homer City, Pennsylvania,

operated by CQ, Inc. The results from Phase II will be useful for scale-up

directly to the largest size commercial EAD belt presses.

The following targets for the product cake moisture contert were

set for this project:

• -100 mesh: 20 percent

• -325 mesh: 30 percent.

1.3 CONTENTOF THIS REPORT

This report covers both phases of the project and is divided into 7

sections. The need for enhanced coal dewatering, the fundamentalsof the EAD

process, and the concept of an EAD belt press are described in Section 2.

Experimentalwork performed in Phases I and II is described in Sections 3 and

4. Since Section 3 is lengthy and contains voluminous data and experimental

details, an extended summary is given at the beginning of this section to

provide a quick overview of importantlaboratory EAD results and conclusions.

Section 5 concerns process economics. The overall conclusions and recommenda-

tions are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
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2.0 TECHNICALBACKGROUND

This sectiol,discusses the coal dewaterir0jneeds that can

potentially be addressed by EAD. A theoreticalbackground on FAD and the

concept of an EAD belt press are also provided to help understand the

experimentalresults discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

2.1 FINE/ULTRAFINECOAL DEWATERING NEEDS

There is an increasing emphasis on cleaning fine and ultrafine coal

to meet stricter requirementsfor sulfur and mineral matter removal. This

results in dewatering problems both for clean coal and refuse. The higher

surface moisture in fine/ultrafinecoal results in higher transportation

costs, handling problems, and lower energy conversion efficiency. Thermal

drying prior to shipment is undesirablebecause of (a) high energy use, (b)

high capital and operatingwork, (c) dust-relatedproblems, and (d) coal

surface oxidation in case of direct heating.

The three coal cleaning areas requiring improved dewatering

processes are described below.

2.1.I Fine Coal Dewaterin9

Modern coal mining methods producemore fine (-28 mesh) material

than do traditionalcoal mining methods. Even though fines may constitute 20

percent of a cleaning plant feed, they contain up to two-thirds of the product

surface moisture. And with an increasingemphasis on cleaning these fines,

the dewatering problems of conventionalcleaning plants have increased

tremendously. Traditionaldewatering methods (vacuumdisc filters and

centrifuges)are proving inadequate for fine coal dewatering resulting in an

increasedneed for thern_al(evaporative)drying. The majority of the problem

in fine (-28 mesh) coal can be attributedto the -100 mesh coal fraction.

Therefore, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),though its

subsidiary, CQ, Inc., is studying the dewaterabilityof -100 mesh coal in

commercially-availableequipment.(I)
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The goal for fine coal dewatering for conventionalcoal preparation

plants is about 20 percent moisture which is very difficult to achieve with

-100 mesh coal using existing continuous dewatering equigment, such as vacuum

disc filters, centrifuges,and belt process.(z) Only the expensive LAROX

filter,which is a batch-type filter press, can achievethis target.(3)

2.1.2 U]trafine Coal Dewatering

In addition to enhanced dewatering needs for conventionalcoal

cleaning, there are needs associatedwith advanced coal cleaning processes.

The average particle size in many of these processes is in the range of 10 to

20 micron which is much smallerthan -100 mesh (i.e., 149 micron and smaller)

coal. Because of the very high specific surface area of these ultrafine

coals, the dewatering problems are far worse than for -28 mesh or -100 mesh

coal.

In some advanced processes,the ultraclean,ultrafinecoal is

formulated into a (CWM) where the desired moisture content is about 30

percent. But, such dewatering levels are impossibleto achievewith existing

continuousdewatering technologyand equipment. The only solution here is

thermal drying which is not desirable as discussed earlier.

2.1.3 Fine Refuse Dewaterinq

Closely associatedwith, but even more difficult than fine coal

dewatering problem, is the fine ref_se dewatering problem. The fine refuse

contains even more ultrafinematerial than fine clean coal. Furthermore,the

refuse contains clay minerals which makes dewatering very difficult. The

ineffectivenessof current dewateri_g equipmentthen results in larger volumes

of dewatered refuse. This not only increasesthe cost for disposal but also

increasesenvironmentalconcerns.
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,2.1.,,4 Commer.ctaland Advanced De.wat_rtnq
Eout pment/Techni ques

A variety of equipment types are currentlyavailable or under

development for dewatering of coal to various levels. A number of these have

been, or are being, tested at EPRI's CQ, Inc., facility in Homer City,

Pennsylvania. Some of the results obtained by EPRI and others are summarized

in Table I.(1"4) A brief descriptionof each is given below.

TABLE1. TYPICAL CLEANCOALDEWATERINGPERFORMANCE
(CAKEMOISTUREPERCENT)OF COMMERCIALAND
ADVANCEDEQUIPMENT--BITUMINOUSCOAL

(Source: Ref 1-4)
, ,,, ,,,

Equipment -28 mesh -100 mesh -325 mesh

I ,, .,. ,|, ,,. , , , ,..,

Vacuum Disc Filter
w/o Additives 27 42 NA
w/Additives ..... ND 37-41 @ 0.3 lh/ton NA

Bird Iscreen).Centrifuge 12 .NA NA

Sharpies High G (solid bowl) I0 30 _ND

United Coal/Sharples 12 15 ND
(High Speed Centr.ifugalDryer)

Belt Press (Parkson) NA 30-34 @ lO0 psi; ND
. 2-5 tph/meter

LAROX 10-12 15 ND
,,.,,,,, • ,. ,

Plate & Frame (Nu.tsche) . ND ND 45

NA" Not applicable;ND: No data.

Vacuum disc filtershave traditionallybeen used for -28 mesh coal.

The dewatering performancedrops considerablyto about 58 percent solids (42

percent moisture) when -100 mesh coal is used. The use of silicone

surfactantsand other additiveswas investigatedby Dow Chemical.(2) The

effect was a decrease in the moisture content by I to 5 of percent with use of

about 0.3 Ib of additive per ton (dry basis) of coal. Thus, vac.um disc

filters are unacceptablefor -100 mesh as well as -325 mesh coal since the
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moisture level goals are 20 percent and 30 percent, respectively. Other

researchers such as Dr. Kal Shastri at University of California at Berkeley

and Professor S. Chiang at University of Pittsburgh have also done extensive

amounts of work on use of chemicals to improve dewatering. (1'2) However, the

improvelaents have been marginal making it very clear that the targets defined

above cannot be met simply by the use of additives in existing dewatering

equipment.

Another traditionallyused dewatering device is a screen centrifuge

which gives 12 percent moisture with -28 mesh coal. This device is not

applicable to finer coals. But, a high RPM (3200 g force) solid bowl

centrifuge built by Sharples can dewater -100 mesh coal to 30 percent.

A new batch-type of centrifuge,called high-speed centrifugal

dryer, is under developmentat United Coal. lt is claimed to achieved about

15 percent moisture with -100 mesh coal using a very high speed (> 10,000 g

force) centrifugewith a filter cloth. The cost is unknown, both equipment

and maintenance costs are expected to be high.

A belt press made by Parksonwas tested by EPRI on -100 mesh coal.

Moisture levels of 30 to 34 percent at a pressure of 100 psi and throughput of

2 to 5 tons/hr for l-meterwide belts were observed.(2) The flocculent use

was high, ranging from 0.8 to 2.0 Ib/ton coal. The use of high pressure is

undesirablebecause of the high maintenancecost. The observed performance is

comparable to a high-speed solids bowl centrifuge,both fal_ing short of the

desired level. Belt presses are currently used for refuse dewatering,

especially in W. Germany and their use is generally limited to average to

average coal particle sizes less than about 50 pm.

A high-pressurebatch-typefilter, made by LAROX, has been found to

be quite effectiveon -100 mesh coal meeting the required target.(2) However,

capital cost is prohibitive because of the use of high pressures (> 200 psi)

and complicated design and operation. This equipment has not been tested on

-325 mesh coal.
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Finally, a new plate and frame filter made by Nutsche has been

tested on -325 mesh coal made by microbubble flotation process. Only a 45

percent moisture level was achieved,which is far from the desired 30 percent

for CWM applicationor for pelletization.

The above state-of-the-artreview of coal dewatering equipment

clearly indicatesthat there,a major need for developing a reasonable cost

dewatering process that can more effectivelydewater fine (defined as -100

mesh from now on) and ultrafine (defined as -325 mesh from now on) coals. The

EAD process has the potential to address these needs.

2.2 EADBACKGROUND

The EAD process utilizes a synergisticcombinationof electric and

acoustic (e.g., ultrasonic)fields in conjunctionwith conventionalmechanical

processes, such as belt presses, screw presses, plate and frame filter

presses, and vacuum filters.(5'6)The applicationof EAD is typicallymost

beneficial after a filter cake is formed utilizing conventionalmechanical

filtration.

2.2.1 Electrically-EnhancedDewatering

The applicationof a DC potentialacross a filter cake containing

coal particles and water can result in severaleffects. The most desirable

effect for dewatering is due to electro-osmosis. The two unavoidableside

effects are resistive heating and electrolysisof water, both of which consume

electrical energy. However, heating has a small positive effect on dewatering

since it reduces the viscosity of water.

In electro-osmosis,which is an electrokineticphenomena, water

moves to the electrodeof the same polarity as the charge on particles. In

the case of raw coal or physically-beneficiatedcoal, the particles have a

negative charge, characterizedby its negative zeta potential. Therefore,

applicationof electric field to coal suspensionmakes the water move to the

cathode.(6'7)Accordingly, if a conventionalfilter surface is made a cathode
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and an anode is placed on the other side of a filter cake in contact with it,

then application of a DC potential will result in enhancementof conventional,

pressure-d_'iven,filtrationby electro-osmaticflow.

The liquid flow rate per unit area (Q) in idealizedelectro-

osmosis, at a given moisture content of filter cake, can be expressed as"(a'9)

DZV
Q • _ Eq(1)

_L

or

DZI
Q _ _ Eq(IA)

_L

where,

Q = flow rate of water per unit area of the filter cake,

D = dielectric constant of water,

Z = Zeta potential

V = electric pctential across the filter cake

= viscosityof water

L = filter cake thickness, and

I = current per unit area of the filter cake.

The specific electro-osmaticflow rate (Q) is independentof capillary

diameter unlike in conventional,pressure-driven-capillaryflow. This is a

key advantage of electro-osmosisfor dewatering of suspensionscontaining fine

particles,wherein a substantialamount of water exists as pore, capillary,

and interstitialwater.

The zeta potential is the most importantproperty of a suspension

(cake) subjected to electro-osmosis. The zeta potential is a function of pH
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and ionic strength and arises because of the presence of an electrical double
(10)

layer at a solid-liquidinterface.

The majority of the electrical energy consumptionduring electro-

osmosis is due to resistive heating. The specific energy consumptioncan be
(11)

approximated as"

#XV
Espo(__ Eq(2)

DZ

where,

Esr : energy use (kWh) per unit (Ib) of filtrate removed and

X = electrical conductivityof the filter cake.

lherefore, the best electro-osmaticeffect is achieved with a combinationof

high absolute value of the zeta potential (e.g., > 30 mV) and a low electrical

conductivity (e.g., < 4 millimho/cm).

2.2.2 Acoustically-EnhancedDewatering

Acoustic or ultrasonic waves are non-ionizingelastic or pressure

waves that need a material medium to propagate. They represent a form of

vibratorymechanical energy in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 100 MHz.

Acoustic energy in the frequency range of I kHz to 100 kHz has been used

either alone or in combinationwith other standard techniques to improve the
(12-14)

rate and degree of solid liquid separation.

In a coal-water suspension,water is present in the following

forms-

• Bulk or free water
• Pore and capillarywater
• Interstitialwater
• Chemisorbed water.
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A significant portion of the water is filled in pores and capillaries and

between particles in a tight manner due to surface tension. Conventional

solid-liquid separation processes such as filtration or centrifugation are

limited to removing only the bulk or free water. Acoustic energy is believed

to help remove the pore and capillary water and interstitial water through

agglomeration. Specifically, agglomeration leads to:

• Release of interstitial and surface water as free water

• Increase of particle size which helps to prevent clogging of the
filters

• Increase in particle size which helps solid/liquid separation by
conventional means.

The primary mechanisms for ultrasonic agglomeration are (a) particle collision

due to orthokinetic, radiation, Oseen and Stokes forces, and (b) attraction

between particles due to Bernoulli's effect. (2) Collision of particles help

form agglomerates and Bernoulli's effect further enhances this process.

lt has been reported by Battelle that ultrasonic agglomeration

takes place at intensities typically below I W/cm2; at higher intensities,

ultrasonic dispersion takes place. Hence it is important to carefully control

the ultrasonic conditions to achieve the desired (agglomeration or dispersion)
effect. Is

In addition to the agglomerationeffects, ultrasonicscan also make

microbubbles trapped in micropores and capillariesgrow due to rectified

diffusion and displace the trapped liquid which would otherwise be very

difficult to separate. This makes more water available as bulk water.

Last, but not least, ultrasonics can reduce the apparent viscosity

of a shear-thinning suspension, such that of fine coal, which can enhance the

dewatering rate.
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2.2.3 Combined Electroacoustic Dewatering

The synergisticeffect of combining electro-osmosisand ultrasonics

has been demonstratedfor a number of suspensionsincludingcoal, municipal

and industrial sludges, and food products.(6'8'I°'1618)The phenomena that

augment dewatering when using the combined technique are not fully understood.

However, we have developed the followinghypotheses.

lt is believed that electro-osmosisand pressure differential

across a filter cake provide driving forces for water removal out of the cake.

On the other hand, ultrasonicsaugments electro-osmoticand pressure-driven

dewatering by releasing trapped or tightly-heldwater into a continuum or

water channel. For example, it is known that electro-osmoticflow quickly

declines with the loss of the liquid continuum from the anode to the cathode

as dewatering proceeds. This result is usually reflected in a rapid decline

of current. However, the ultrasonic action retards the loss of continuum,

thus increasingthe current for a given potentialgradient. This basically

increasesthe electro-osmoticflow, without increasingthe voltage gradient,

in accordance with Eq I(A). This is also the reason why the energy use with

EAD is less than the energy use for electro-osmosisonly.

2.3 EAD BELT PRESS CONCEPT

One way to utilize the principles of EAD on a commercial scale is

to incorporateEAD in a belt press mechanism. Such a system has been

successfullyscaled-up by ASH, under license from Battelle, to a commercial

size for sewage sludge applications.(B) A belt press prototype developed for

sewage sludge dewateringwas modified and used as a PRU in the Phase II of the

program described in this report. The design concept and the key parameters

for such an EAD belt press are described below to help understand the

laboratoryand field test data given in Sections 3 and 4.
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2.3.1 Conceptual Desiqn

A conceptual design of an EAD belt press is shown in Figure I. The

predewateredsludge or coal is carried between two polyesterbelts wrapped

around a cylinder of sufficientwidth, diameter, and wrap angle to achievethe

desired range of EAD residence times and throughputs. The impervious cylinder

(roll) also serves as an anode. A moving stainless steel belt, that rides on

the outside of the outer filter belt serves as the cathode. On applicationof

an electric potential between the roll and the stainlesssteel belt, water is

removed through the outer polyester and cathode belts under the influenceof

electro-osmosis. This effect is enhanced by the pressure exerted on the

filter cake due to the tension on the outer polyester belt as well as by

applicationof ultrasonics.

The ultrasonic field is applied from outside the cathode belt by

placing a circular vibratingplate with ultrasonic transducers. A special

design is employed to provide the ultrasonic coupling between vibrating plate
and the filter cake.

The dewatered filter cake can be continuouslyremoved by separating

the two polyester belts and using a scraping device.

2.3.2 EAD Belt Press Performanceand Parameters

The EAD performancecan be measured in terms of the following:

(I) Effectivenessof dewatering,expressed in terms of "delta
moisture" defined os;

delta moisture = mI - m2 Eq(3)

where mI and m2 are the initialand final moisture contents,
respectlvely,defined as pounds of water per 100 pounds of
wet cake.

(2) Efficiencyof dewatering expressed in terms of specific
energy consumption F

L)_'twidth, M, defined as:throughput per unit total energy consumption,E, and
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= kWh per pound of filtrate (see Equation 2)sp = kWh per ton (dry solids basis) of coal
M - ton (dry solids basis) of coal per hour per meter of

belt width.

These performancemeasures depend on the following controllable

parameters:

(I) V/L : voltage gradient, volts/cm (V/cm)

(2) U : ultrasonic intensity,watts/cm2 (W/cm2)

(3) mI : Initialmoisture content

(4) T : EAD residencetime, which depends on several belt
press parameters as follows:

T = _DI (e/360)(I/8) Eq(4)

where,

DI = roll diameter,meter
e = wrap angle, degrees
B = belt speed, m/min.

(5) SL • solids loading, kg (DS)/m2, which is given as"

SL = (I/10)L1PlmI Eq(5)

where,

LI = initialcake thickness, cm

Pl = initial density of cake, g/cm3

(6) P : cake pressure,psi, which is given as:

P= T(2) , Eq(6)

where,

T = belt tension, Ibs/inch.
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The efficiency terms can be calculated from the controllable

parametersdiscussed above and the experimentallyobserved values of m2 and I

(current,amps) as follows.

(A) M = (0.132)SL8 Eq(7)

where,

FI = filtrationrate, Ib/hr

where, W = Belt width, meter

(C) E = EspFI (1) Eq(lO)

The EAD belt press can be fairly well simulated in the laboratory

batch tests, if filtration is not significantlyaffected by shear. The batch

EAD performancemeasures are the same as for a continuous,PRU. The

laboratory EAD results are given in the next section.
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3.0 LABOt_ATORYTESTING

The objectives of laboratorytesting were to establish the

technical feasibilityof EAD for enhanced dewatering of coal and to support

the scale-up effort. The details on coal properties and test procedures and

the results of parametric EAD testing and various support activities are given
in this Section.

3.1 SUMMARYANDCONCLU_!;IONSFOR LABORATORYTESTING

A 7.6 cm I.D., batch EAD system was used to simulate the belt press

EAD concept. The tests were conductedprimarily with Upper Freeport coal from

Helen Mine, Indiana, Pennsylvania,ground to two different sizes, namely -100

mesh and -325 mesh, and then beneficiatedby two different flotation

techniques. The coals were predewateredto levels typical of conventional

mechanical dewatering systems in use today. The predewateredcoal could then

be used, without assistancefrom a flocculent,with satisfactorysolids

retention on a porous polyester filter belt used in EAD.

A total of 50 statistically-designedtests on the -100 mesh coal

and 67 statistically-designedtests on the -325 mesh coal were carried out.

About two-thirds of the tests were f(Lctoriallydesigned to estimate the

primary effects and interactions. The results from these tests were utilized

to design the remaining tests, aimed at determining EAD parameter values that

met target moisture objectives. The batch EAD parameters and their levels
were as follows:

• Voltage gradient (0-26D volts/cm)

• Ultrasonic intensity (0-1.2watts/cm2)

• Dewatering time (I-6 minutes)

• Solids loading (3-19 kg(DS)/m2)

• Pressure on filter cake (fixed at 5 psi for -100 mesh coal; 3-10

psi for -325 mesh coal).
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The EAD performancewas analyzed in terms of (a)loisture

reduction, (b) specific energy consumption (kWh/Ibfiltrate), (c) total energy

cost [dollars/ton(DS) coal], and (d) throughput [ton (DS)/hr/mbelt width].

The moisture and energy data for control tests (no electric or ultrasonic

field) and EAD tests that yielded minimum moisture levels as well as those

that were near optimum are summarized in Table 2. As shown, the minimum

moisture levels achieved with EAD were 19.8 percent and 28.1 percent for -100

mesh and -325 mesh coals, respectively;these moisture levels were 14 to 16

percent lower than those achieved in control (no electric or ultrasonic)

tests. However, moisture levels about I or 2.percentabove these minimum

values for EAD tests were much more favorablewith respect to energy

consumption.

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF LABORATORYEAD RESULTS ON UPPER FREEPORT COAL

o -100 Mesh -325 Mesh

InitialMoisture,% 40 45-46
Final Moisture for Control, % 36.0 41.9

(at 6 min.) (at 6 min.)
Final Moisture Range for EAD, % 19.8-32.1 28.1-40.4

Energy Consumption,kWh/Ib filtrate
Range 0.067-496 0.050-0.230
At minimum moisture level 0.250 0.104
Near optimum 0.187 0.059

(at 22% moisture) (at 29.3% moisture)

Energy Cost, dollars/ton (DS)
Range 1.84-15.39 1.89-10.98
At minimum moisture level 10.07 5.48
Near optimum 6.59 2.90

(at 22% moisture) (at 29.3% moisture)

The regressionmodP1s that fit the -100 mesh and -325 mesh data were

developed. Both the observed data and regressionmodels showed that increasing

the levels of any of the five _FADparameterslisted above decreased the moisture

content. The specific energy consumption (a) increasedwith increasedvoltage

and dewatering time, (b) decreasedwith pressure, levellingoff at about 6 psi,
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and (c) and decreased with ultrasonicintensityor the solids loading up to

certain levels that depended on the coal.

The ratio of the zeta potentialto electrical conductivitywas

demonstratedto be the most importantcoal property determiningthe energy

consumption. This ratio needs to be increasedto reduce energy consumption.

This can be achieved by reducing the dissolved solids content of the process

water used for beneficiationor possibly by using a suitable additive. Two

additives, namely sodium hexametaphosphateand Dowfroth 250 (a frother agent),

failed to change the ratio of the zeta potential to electrical conductivity;

however, it is believed worthwhile to further search for a suitable, possibly a

non-ionic, additive.

The ultrasonic effect was strong for both coals; however, the effect

was stronger for the finer (-325 mesh) coal. One possible reason for this

observation is that the finer coal was more shear thinning, as determined with a

mechanical spectrometer,and therefore,had a lower apparent viscosity under the

high shear stress caused by ultrasonics.

Since a major part of the electrical energy used in EAD is converted

to heat, the temperatureof coal rises during EAD. This temperaturerise was

shown to have only a small effect on moisture reduction (less than I percent)

when only pressure (no electric or ultt'asonicfield) was employed compared to

the total EAD effect.

The laboratory test resultswere utilized to design test matrices for

the PRU tests for two batches of coal.

3.2 COAL PREPARATIONAND CHARACTERIZATION

The laboratory EAD tests were conducted primarilywith Upper Freeport

coal from Helen mine, Indiana, PA, ground to two different sizes, namely-100

mesh and -325 mesh, and then beneficiatedby two different flotation techniques.

The -100 mesh coal was prepared in the EPRI/CQ, Inc. facility in Homer City, PA,

utilizing froth flotation. A portion of this coal, containing 84 percent
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moisture was utilized for physical, chemical, and electrochemical

characterizationand flocculationstudies. The remaining sample was centrifuged

at Battelle,without the addition of a flocculent,to reduce its moisture

content to 39-41 percenttypically achieved by vacuum filtration of -100 mesh

coal, for conducting parametric testing. Both sampleswere stored in a

refrigeratorat 4C when not in use.

The -325 mesh coal was ground and beneficiatedby column flotationat

the University of Kentucky,Center for Applied Energy Research (KCAER). Again a

portion of the beneficiatedcoal, containing 78 percent moisture, was utilized

for characterizationand flocculationstudies. The rest was predewateredat

(KCAER),without use of a flocculent, in a batch filter press to about 45-47

percent moisture for EAD testing.

The followingproperties of coal sampleswere determined.

• Proximateand ultimate analyses;analyzed by Commercial Testing
Labs; see Table 3

• Higher heating value (HHV) and free swelling index (FSI); analyzed
by CommercialTesting Labs; see Table 3

• Electrokineticproperties;analyzed by Battelle (conductivity)and
Universityof Pittsburgh (pH and zeta potential);see Table 3

• Particle size distributionby a Microtrac Analyzer; determined by
Universityof Pittsburgh;see Figure 2

• Moisture content of filter cakes; determined by Battelle;see
Table 3.
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TABLE 3. PROPERTIESOF -100 MESH AND -325 MESH UPPER FREEPORT
COAL SAMPLES FOR LABORATORY EAD TESTING

-I00 mesh -325 mesh
,,,,,

Moisture,% 39-41 45 - 47

Ultimate Analysis, % Dry Basis
Carbon 83.01 80.21

Hydrogen 5.06 5.12
Nitrogen 1.47 1.54
Sulfur 1.65 2.65
Ash 5.73 8.15
Oxygen (diff) 3.08 2.33

Total 100.00 100.00

ProximateAnalysis, _ Dry Basis
Ash 5.73 8.15
Volatile Matter 28.90 28.81
Fixed Carbon 63.37 63.04

Total i00.O0 I00.O0

HHV, Btu/Ib (MAF) 15,761 15,587

FSI 5.0 5.5
,,

ElectrokineticProperties
Electrical conductivity,mmho/cm 3.25 0.41
pH 7.2 6.1
Zeta Potential, mV -36.0 -14.3
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These propertieswere measured for one or more of the following

purposes:

• To help compare EAD performancewith the performanceof other
dewatering devices

• To help explain the EAD performance

• To determine the effect, if any, of EAD on coal properties.

A comparison of the two samples shows a big difference in the

electrokineticproperties. The -100 mesh coal was about 8 times more conduc-

tive and had a zeta potential more than double that for -325 mesh. This helps

explain a higher rate of electro-osmosisat a given voltage gradient and a

higher DC field energy consumption ior a given moisture reduction for the -100

mesh coal. The differences in two samples appear to be related to propertiesof

water and the chemicals used for beneficiationas well as on the handling of

flotation concentrates. For example, the -100 mesh coal was not washed after

flotation unlike the -325 mesh coal. And the water at CQ, Inc., where the -100

mesh coal was prepared, is believed to have a high dissolved solids content

compared to the laboratorywater at University of Kentucky.

3.2 EXPERIMENTALDETAILS

The laboratory EAD tests were conducted in a pressurized,batch

system designed to simulate an EAD belt press system described in Section 2.3.

The equipment design, test procedures,and data acquisitionand reduction

details are provided below.

3.2.1 Batch EAD Apparatus

A 7.6 cm diameter (I.D.),batch EAD system, shown in Figure 3, was

used for all laboratorytests discussed in this report. Basically, a

predewatered coal sample (cake) was placed between a polyester filter,which was

supported by a perforated ultrasonic plate (also a cathode), and a floating

anode. A downward force was applied on the floating anode to press the coal

sample. The key components of the system are described below.
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3.2.1.1 Double-Actlnq Air Cy!Inder

A double-wall,stainlesssteel body air cylinder 5.1 cm I.D. x 15.2

cm height was used to apply pressure. The cylinder was connected to a 7.6 cm

diameter piston, which served as the anode, through an insulatedconnectorto

provide electrical isolation between the anode and the rest of the system. A 4-

way air valve was connectedto the cylinder and to an air pressure tank equipped

with a 0-60 psi pressure regulator to control pressure and piston movement. The

air cylinder pressure was calibrated in psi against the anode piston load in

pounds.

3.2.1.2 Piston

A 7.6 cm diameter (I.D.),platinum-coatedtitanium piston, with an O-

ring around its circumferenceto assure pressure seal, was used by itself as the

anode. Two I/8-inch diameter Swagelok® stainless steel fittings were vented

through the piston. One fittingwas used to vent the dewatering chamber and to

allow trapped air and gases to escape. The other fittingwas used to pass an

electricallyisolated thermocouplethrough the piston to monitor the sample

temperatureduring dewatering.

3.2.1.3 Pressure Dewatering Chamber

A filter chamber, 3-inch I.d. x 1-5/B-inch height,made of Lucite®

was used to hold the sample. This chamber was supportedby four I/2-inch all-

thread screws to assure proper sealingof the O-ring seal. Two pin-shaped

piezoelectrictransducers (pinducers),vented through the side of the dewatering

chamber were, used to monitor the ultrasonic signal penetrationthrough the cake

during dewatering. The first pinducer was located at the contact angle of cake

and belt. The second pinducerwas located I/4-inch from the polyester filter.
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3.2.1.4 Cathode

A stainless steel, supporting filter plate screen acted as a cathode.

The screen was connected to a conical ultrasonic horn which excited the screen

and produced ultrasonic vibrations. The edges of the screen were sealed with a

rubber gasket to prevent leakage at the edge and provide an ultrasonic isolating

support. After passing through the stainless steel screen, the filtrate was

collected in a specially designed beaker sealed against the bottom of the

ultrasonic transducer.

3.2.1.5 Ultrasonic Horn and Transducer

A 20 kHz piezoelectric transducer was used to produce the ultrasonic

vibrations. The vibrations were amplified by a booster horn and a conical horn.

The conical horn vibrated the cathode screen, which in turn, produced vibrating

motion in the filter cake. The ultrasonic transducer assembly was supported by

a feeding screw support plate, the location of which was controlled by the
movement of the screw.

3.2.2 Batch EADTest Procedure

The following experimental procedure was utilized for all batch EAD

tests conducted with EADunit shown in Figure 3.

I. A weighed microwipe sheet was placed under the filtering chamber
around the conical ultrasonic horn in order to collect all the
filtrate and its suspended solids.

2. A known quantity of coal sample was placed in the filter chamber
on the polyester filter.

3. The piston (anode) was lowered using the 4-way valve to a
position where the piston was in contact with the coal sample
and all the air was vented through the Swagelok® vent fittings.

4. The vent fittings were capped to assure that no coal sample
leaked through the tcp of the piston.

5. The data acquisition system, the current recorder and ultrasonic
signal recorder were turned on.
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6. Appropriatepressure, electrical power input and ultrasonic
power were set.

7. Test was started by initiallyapplying only pressure for 30
seconds. At the end of 30 seconds, with the pressure still
applied, electrical and ultrasonicfield were turned on for a
set interval of time.

8. At the end of the test, air pressure was released using the 4-
way valve and the anode piston was raised.

9. The dewatered cake was removed and weighed.

10. The microwipes and filtrateswere removed from the filtrate
chamber and were weighed.

11. The cake sample and the filtrate sample were then placed in a
vacuum oven at 65 C and 5-10 inches Hg vacuum, to determine the
cake moisture and filtrate solids percent.

3.2.3 Data Acquisition and Reduction

A LabTech Acquire Data Acquisition System was used to measure and

record the values for the following three time-dependentparameters:

I. Electricalcurrent

2. Cake temperature

3. Ultrasonic signals through the cake.

The system was designed to monitor and measure the above variable and produce an

average value for current and ultrasonic penetrationat the end of each test.

The system would start monitoring as soon as it saw an electrical current of at

least 20 mAmp. In addition,the followingdata were manually recorded for each

experiment:

• Initial moisture content (ml)

• Initial weight of sample (MI)

• Applied voltage (V)

• Applied ultrasonic power (U)

• Applied pressure (P)

• Final weight of dewatered cake (M2)
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• Weight of liquid filtrate collected (F)

• Percent solids in the filtrate

• Final cake moisture content (m2).

The initial cake thickness (LI)was calculated from the initial sample weight

and moisture content, assuming a specific gravity of the coal suspension at 1.2

g/cm3. During the experiments,there was a loss of about 2-4 g of filtrate.

Therefore, the weight of filtratewas calculated on the basis of the moisture

measurementsperformed before and after dewatering. The moisture content of the

dewatered cake was determined immediatelyafter the experimentswere completed.

From the above mentioneddata, the EAD performancewas determined in

terms of (a) delta moisture (mI -m2); (b) specifyenergy (Esp);(c) total energy

(E); and (d) projected throughput (M). These calculationswere based on the

equationsgiven in Subsection 2.3.

3.3 BATCH, pARAMETRICTESTS ON -100 MESH COAL

Laboratory EAD tests were conductedwith a batch of -100 mesh, Upper

Freeport coal with the followingobjectives" (I) to determine the feasibility

of achieving a final moisture level of 20 percent and (2) to determine the

effects of experimentalfactors on EAD performance in order to establish the

range of experimentalconditionsto be tested in the PRU. The experimental

design, experimentaldata, a regressionanalysis, and the preferred ranges of

conditions are discussed below.

3.3.1 ExperimentalDesign

The laboratory tests were conducted in three stages. The first set

of experimentsprovided useful informationconcerning (a) the need for

flocculationand (b) EAD equipment adjustmentsand modifications. The

flocculationtests, described later, showed that there was no significant

benefit of flocculation,used during predewatering,on EAD performance.
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Therefore all of the 50 parametric tests in the second and third stages of

testing were done without use of flocculation.

The second set of experimentsconsisted of 34 tests designed to

estimate main effects and interactionsfor the key parameters. A factorial

design was used for this set of experiments. Results from the second set of

experimentswere then used to select variable settings in the third set to

determine the EAD parameter settingswhich would meet the target objectives for

moisture content.

3.3.2 Parameter Ranqes

The following parameters and ranges of values were employed:

• Dewatering time" i to 6 minutes

• DC voltage gradient: 0 to 220 volts/cm

• Ultrasonic intensity: 0 to 1.0 watts/cm2

• Solids loading (initialcake thickness): 3 to 19 kg(DS)/m2(O.6to

2.6 cm).

The voltage gradient actually increasedduring a test as the cake thickness

decreased. The parameter values for voltage gradient refer to the initial cake

thickness. The pressure was maintained at 5 psi for all tests.

3.3.2 ParametricTestinq Results

The performanceof EAD was analyzed using statisticalanalysis

methods in terms of the following:

(a) Reduction in moisture content: mI - m2, percent

(b) Specific energy consumption: Esp,kWh/Ib filtrate

(c) Total energy cost @ 5C/kWh: C = O.05E, dollars/ton (DS) coal

(d) Throughput per unit belt width: M tons(DS)/hr/m.
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These dependent variableswere defined for an EAD belt press in Subsection2.3.

The results of all the parametric tests are given in Appendix A, Table A-I.

Two control tests (no EAD), carried out at 6 minutes dewatering time,

showed an average of 3.3 percent reduction in moisture content to a final

moisture level of 36.1 percent (average). On the other hand, the moisture

content for EAD tests, carried out at I to 6 minutes dewatering time, resulted

in a 7.3 to 18.3 percent reduction in moisture content to final moisture levels

of 32.1 to 19.8 percent, respectively.

The specific energy, for a given final moisture content, depended

upon the operating conditions. Under optimum conditionswith respect to

specific energy, a decrease in final moisture content results in an increase in

specific energy. At the lowest observed final moisture of 19.8 percent, the

energy consumptionwas 0.250 kWh/Ib filtrate,which correspondsto 10.07

dollars/ton (DS) coal. At a somewhat higher moisture level of 22.0 percent, the

energy consumptiondeclined to 0.187 kWh/Ib filtrate or 6.59 dollars/ton (DS)

coal. lt is believed that the energy consumptioncan be lowered significantly

by controllingthe water chemistry and the zeta potential of coal, as discussed

later in Subsection 3.5.2. A detailed analysis of results is provided below.

3.3.2.1 Analysis of ExperimentalErrors

Eight center point tests were conducted in order to estimate the

error variabilityand the day to day variability. Results based on the final

moisture content of the cake of the eight conducted tests indicate 0.77 percent

experimentalerror. The experimentalerror based on energy values for the same

tests indicate 0.024 kWh/Ib filtrate experimentalerror. These data show that

there are very little experimentalerrors associatedwith the above series of 50

tests.

3.3.2.2 Effect of Dewaterinq Time

Dewatering time is one of the critical parameters for establishing

economic feasibilityof the EAD process. Dewatering time affects the size of
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the EAD unit and the energy consumption. Initialtests investigatedboth a low

(I minute) and a high (6 minute) level of time. Twelve tests were conducted at

each of the two time levels; identicalparameter ranges were investigatedat the

two levels of time for each of the parameters,namely voltage gradient,

ultrasonic intensity,and solids loading. The average and standard deviation of

the final cake moistures for th_ 12 tests conducted at I minute were 29.5

percent and 1.3 percent, respectively;and the average and standard deviation of

the final cake moistures for the tests conducted at 6 minutes were 26.7 percent

anc 3.0 percent, respectively. While it was expected that the final cake

moisture would decrease with increaseddewatering time, it was surprising that

the standard deviationwould increase. The smaller standard deviation at ]

minute reflects the relativelyminor differences in final cake moisture across

the different voltage levels or ultrasonicpower levels at I minute compared to

at 6 minutes.

Figure 4 compares the final cake moisture contents obtained in the

screening tests at dewatering times of ] and 6 minutes for various voltage

gradients and ultrasonic intensities. While final cake moistureswere observed

to decrease substantiallywith increasedultrasonic levels at 6 minute, they

were relatively small with increasedvoltage levels at I minute. Also, the

final moisture values at I minute were far from the target of 20 percent.

Therefore, it was concludedthat ] minute of dewatering time was not long enough

for the EAD effect to take place and, therefore, the subsequent tests

concentratedon 6 minutes dewatering time.

A few tests were conducted to explore the region between I and 6

minutes. Results in Table 4 shows that there was no significantchange in the

final cake moisture contents at 4, 5, and 6 minutes. This suggests that

dewatering time should be 4 m_nutes or less.

The specific energy consumption increasedas dewatering time was

increased from I to 6 minutes as shown in Table 4. This is basicallydue to the

fact that electro-osmoticdewatering efficiencydeclines with level of

dewatering. This was especially true at dewatering times greater than 4

minutes, during which period very little, if any, dewatering took place.
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TABLE 4. COMPARISONOF FINAL CAKE MOISTURE AND SPECIFIC ENERGY
USAGE AT VARIOUS DEWATERING TIMES FOR -100 MESH UPPER

FREEPORT COAL [SL:6KG(DS)/M2;ULTRASONIC INTENSITY'O.99
WATTS/CM2]

....

Test No. Dewatering Voltage Final Cake Specific
Time Gradient Moisture Energy

min . voltsZcm percent kWh/lb filtrate

16(a) I 121 27.9 0.22
,,

48 4 121 21.7 0.24

47 5 121 21.7 0.25
,, , ,, .,,

41 6 121 21.6 0.24
, ,,.

45 6 121 21.2 0.24
,,, , ,.,,

,,,, ,,,

49 4 146 19.9 0.24
, , ,

50 5 146 19.8 0.25

42 6 146 20.1 0.28..,

(a) Test No. 16 at 0.44 watts/cm2.

3.3.2.3 Effect of Voltage Gradient and
Ultrasonic Intensity

The electrokineticpotential across the cake is the electrical

driving force for the electroacousticdewatering process. Dewateringwas

observed to improvesignificantlywith the applicationof ultrasonics in

conjunctionwith the electric field, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 and Table 5.

The final cake moisture at 6 minutes, no ultrasonics,73 volts/cm, and 6

kg(DS)m2 was 29.3 percent. When ultrasonic intensitywas increasedfrom 0 to

0.99 watts/cm2, the final cake moisture ,lecreasedto 26.1 percent.

In the absence of ultrasonics,the final cake moisture decreased by

only 2.4 percent when voltage gradient was increasedfrom 73 to 121 volts/cm.

However, in the presence of ultrasonicsat 0.99 watts/cmz, the final cake

moisture decreased by 4.7 percent when voltage gradient was increased from 73 to
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TABLE 5. EFFECT OF VOLTAGE GRADIENT AND ULTRASONIC INTENSITYON FINAL CAKE
MOISTURE AND SPECIFIC ENERGY USAGE FOR -100 MESH UPPER FREEPORT

COAL IT'6 MINUTES; SL'6.0KG(DS)M2;P'5 PSI]

Test Voltage Ultrasonic Final Cake Specific

No. Gradient Intensit_ Moisture Energy
volts/cre watts/cm percent kWh/Ib filtrate

35 73 0.00 29.3 0.18
.,

38 73 0.66 27.3 0.17

39 73 0.99 26.1 0.17

36 97 0.00 29.5 0.32

37 97 0.66 24.2 0.21

40 97 0.99 23.0 0.20

12 121 0.00 26.9 0.44
t, .,

8 121 0.22 25.1 0.35

32 121 0.44 22.4 0.29
-- ,.,,

34 121 0.J56 21.6 0.26
,,,

45 121 0.99 21.2 b.24

41 121 0.99 21.6 0.24

42 146 0.99 20.1 0.28
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121 volts/cm. These data show a synergisticeffect of DC voltage and

ultrasonicson dewatering effectiveness.

While from Figure 6 and Table 5, specific energy levels are shown to

increasewith increased voltage, ultrasonicpower is shown to markedly lower the

energy consumption. The rate at which specific energy increaseswith voltage

was found to be much higher at 0 watts/cm2 than at 0.99 watts/cm2 ultrasonics.

Once again, this illustratesthe synergisticeffect of DC voltage and

ultrasonicson dewatering efficiency.

3.3.2.4 Effect of Solids Loadinq

The solids loading, along with the dewatering time determine the

throughput of an EAD machine. Prior experience with a variety of materials such

as food products and sludges indicatedthat the final moisture content of the

dewateredmaterial increasedwith increase in solids loading. However, the

tests on -100 mesh coal showed the opposite effect. For example, as shown in

Table 6, the final moisture contentdeclined from 26.1 percent (Test No. 39) to

21.6 percent (Test No. 44) on increasingthe solids loading from 6 to 12

kg(DS)/m2. lt is possible that this unexpected results is due to an enhanced

ultrasonic coupling, and therefore, an enhanced ultrasonic effect at higher cake

thickness. In any case, this effect is of substantialeconomic value as the

throughput is directly proportionalto solids loading, accordingto Eq(7).

The effect of solids loading on specific energy for various levels of

dewatering is shown in Figure 7. The specific energy declines with solids

loading in the range of 6 to at least 12 kg(DS)/m2;there is an indication that

an optimum may exist between 12 and 19 kg(DS)/m2. The specific energy decline

with solids loading is opposite to previously observed resultswith materials

for which the ultrasonic effect relative to the total EAD effect was not as

large as for coal. In fact, it can be shown, based on equations for idealized

electro-osmosisgiven in Subsection 2.3, that the specific energy is

proportionalto the square of the solids loadings. An explanationfor the

observed results is that up to certain cake thickness, the ultrasonic coupling

and, therefore, the ultrasonic effect improves;on increasingthe thickness
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TABLE 6. EFFECT OF SOLIDS LOADINGON MOISTURE CONTENT AND SPECIFIC
ENERGY FOR -100 MESH COAL IT:6 MINUTES; P:5 PSI]

Specific
Solids Voltage Ultrasonic Final Cake Energy

Test Loading_ Gradient IntensitX Moisture kWh/Ib
No. kg(DS)/m_ volts/cm watts/cmL percent filtrate

I 39 6 73 0.99 26.1 0.168

44 12 73 0.99 21.6 0.204

41,45 6 121 0.99 21.4(a) 0.240 (a)

43 8 109 0.99 20.6 0.267

(a) Average.
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beyond this optimum, the decline in electro-osmoticflow rate (EquationI)

becomesmore pronounced than any improvementin ultrasonic effect due to

improved coupling.

3.3.3 RegressionModels

Regressionmodels were fitted to the -100 mesh Upper Freeport data to

assess the effects of voltage, ultrasonicpower and solids loading on the final

moisture content of the cake and specificenergy usage. These models were

fitted to only the tests conducted at dewatering times of 4 or more minutes.

Since the effect of time on dewatering in this range was small, if any, the

effects of dewatering time were not considered in the models. While initial

models included terms for all possible linear,quadratic and cross-product

effects, terms that were consistentlystatisticallyinsignificantwere dropped.

The followingequationswere used for the models finally selected:

Final Cake Moisture = Bo + Bl(voltagegradient)+ Bz (ultrasonic

intensity_+ B3(solids loading) + B4(voltage
gradient) + es(voltagegradient)*
(ultrasonicintensity)+ Be(ultrasonic
intensity)2 + B7(solidsloadings)z Eq(11)

Specific Energy = Bio + B11(voltagegradient) + eli(ultrasonic
intensity_+ B_3(solidsloading) + B14(voltage

gradient)_ + Bis(voltagegradient)* _ultrasonic
intensity)+ Be(ultrasonicintensity) Eq(12)

The coefficientsfor various parameters in the above equation were estimated

from the data for the set of 28 tests.

An analysis of variance was conducted to examine the effects of

voltage gradient, ultrasonic intensity,and solids loading. The results from

this analysis are summarized in Tables B-I and B-2 in Appendix B. The

statisticalparameters were as given below.
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F-Test P-Value R-Square RMSE

Final Cake Moisture 108.2 0.0001 0.97 0.67

Specific Energy 68.8 0.0001 0.95 0.023

The value of the F-test is used to determinewhether or not there exists a

significantrelation between final cake moistures and the variables in the

model. The higher the F-test, the more statisticallysignificantthe relation-

ship between final cake moistures and the variables in the model. A measure of

the statisticalsignificanceof the F-test is given by the associatedP-value.

The relationshipis statisticallysignificantat the 0.05 significancelevel

when the P-value is less than 0.05. A measure of the amount of variation in the

data that can be attributed to the terms in the model is R-square. An R-square

value of 1 indicatesthat the variation in the data is exactly determined by the

terms in the model. The mean square error measures the average variation in the

data that is unaccountedfor by the terms in the model. The square root of the

mean square error (RMSE) is often used as a measure of the variabilityin the

data. Thus, the models representthe data fairly weil.

Based on the P-values for various parameters from the corresponding

T-tests, the effects of voltage gradient, ultrasonic intensity, and solids

loading were determined to be statisticallysignificantat the 5 percent

significancelevel.

The observed and predicted values for final cake moisture and

specific energy for various experimentalconditions are given in Appendix B. An

example of predicted versus actual final cake moisture values, as a function of

voltage gradient, is given in Figure 8. The predicted values at various voltage

gradients are given by the solid line. The upper and lower 95 percent

prediction boundaries are shown by the dotted lines. Figure 9 gives an example

of dependence of final cake moisture on ultrasonic intensity.
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The statistical (regresstonal) models can be used to predict EAD

performance at various parameter values. For example, the dependence of final

moisture content on voltage gradient and ultrasonic intensity is given in a 3-D

plot in Figure 10. Accordingly, at a voltage gradient of 220 volts/cm, an

ultrasonic intensity of 1 watt/cm 2, a dewatering time of 6 minutes, and a solids

loading of 6 kg (DS)/m2, the final cake moisture is predicted to be 17.1

percent.

3.3.4 Preferred OoerattnQ (;;ondlttons for -10o Mesh Coal

The observed EAD results as well as the fitted models show the

following:

(I) EAD effect in I minute is inadequate,but 4 minutes is probably
longer than necessary.

(2) Target objective for final cake moisture, i.e., 20 percent, can
be reached with extreme levels of voltage at the expense of
high-energycosts.

(3) Both final cake moisture levels and energy costs can be r_duced
by increasingultrasonics intensityup to about I watt/cm"or
solids l_ading up to a value that is between 12 and 19
kg(DS)/m'.

The preferred operatingconditions can be defined in terms of lowest

energy consumption,given in terms of specific energy or energy cost, and

highest throughput for a desired final moisture content. These are given as

optimum value envelopes (solid lines) in Figures 11, ]2, and 13. These optima

can be further improved by increasingthe ratio of zeta potential to electrical

conductivity. This is shown in the next subsectionfor -325 mesh coal, which

was washed at the end of beneficiation, lt is believed that such a washing

steps reduces the zeta potentialmuch less than the conductivityand also could

possibly reduce the energy cost by a factor of 2 or more. lt may be possible to

use an additive that increasesthe zeta potentialwithout increasingthe

electrical conductivity,as discussed later in Subsection3.5.2.
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Based on the laboratory results for -lO0 mesh coal, the following

range of key parameters were suggested for scale-up (PRU) testing:

• Dewatering time: 2-4 minutes
• Voltage gradient: 100-150 volts/cm
• Ultrasonic intensity. 0.6-1.1 watts/cm2
• Solids loading: 6-14 (or maximum feasible) kg (DS)/m2

3.4 BATCH,PARAMETRICTESTS ON -325 MESHCOAl

Laboratory EAD tests were conductedwith a batch of -325 mesh Upper

Freeport coal with the followingobjectives. (I) to determine the feasibility

of achieving a final moisture level of 30 percent and (2) to determine the

effects of experimentalfactors on EAD perfor_dnce in order to establish the

range of experimentalconditions to be tested in the PRU. The experimental

design, experimentaldata, a regression analysis, and the preferred ranges of
conditions are discussed below.

3.4.1 ExperimentalDesign

The experimentaldesign was similar to the one for -100 mesh coal.

Accordingly,the tests were conducted in t;ireesets of experiments. In addition

to the EAD parameters investigatedfor -100 mesh Upper Freeport coal, we

investigatedthe effect of pressure on EAD performance. The first set of

experimentsconsisted of 5 tests that provided useful informationconcerning the

effect of flocculationon EAD performance. Based on these results, discussed

later, it was decided to conduct the remaining batch as well a PRU tests without

using flocculent. The second set of expe_'imentsconsisted of 41 tests designed

to estimate main effects and interactionsfor the pressure, electrical voltage,

ultrasonicpower, solid loadings,and dewatering time. Results from the second

set of experiments were then used to select variable settings in the third set

of 26 experiments designed to determined the EAD parameter settings that meet

the target objectives for final moisture content.
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3.4.2 Parameter Ranqes

The batch EAD test parameters for the -325 mesh Upper Freeport coal

and their ranges are listed below:

• Cake pressure" 3-10 psi
• Dewatering time: 3-6 minutes
• DC voltage gradient: 0-260 volts/cm
• Ultrasonic intensity" 0-I..2watts/cmz
• Solids loading (cake thickness): 4-8 kg(DS)/m2 (0.8-1.6cm).

3.4.3 ParametricTestin.qResults

The EAD performancewas measured in terms of (a) reduction in

moisture content, (b) specific energy (c) energy cost, and (d) projected

throughputusing procedures establishedfor -100 mesh coal. The results of the

67 parametric tests are given in Appendix A, Table A-2.

Two control tests (no EAD) showed an averageof 4.8 percent reduction

in moisture content to a final moisture level of 41.9 percent (average). On the

other hand, the moisture content in EAD tests was reduced by as much as 18.1

percent, to a final moisture level of 28.1 percent.

As in the case of 100 mesh coal, under optimum conditions,the

specific energy as well as the energy cost increasedwith decreasing final cake

moisture content. At the lowest observed moisture content of 28.1 percent, the

specific energy consumptionwas 0.104 kWh/Ib filtrate,which corresponds to 5.48

dollars/ton(DS)coal. At a somewhat higher final moisture level of 29.3

percent, the energy consumptiondeclined to 0.059 kWh/Ib filtrate or 2.90

dollars/ton(DS)coal. A detailed analysis of results is provided below.

3.4.3.1 Analy.sisof ExperimentalErrors

Seven center point tests were conducted in order to estimate the

error variabilityand the day-to-day variability. Results from the eight tests

indicate 0.72 percent experimentalerror based on moisture content and 0.0095
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kWh/Ib filtrate error based on energy values. Again, as in the case of-100

mesh coal tests, these data indicate that there are very little experimental

errors associatedwith the above series of 67 tests.

3.4.3.2 Effect of Pressure

lt is known that the filter cake compressibilityincreasesas the

particle size decreases. Therefore, unlike for -100 mesh coal, experimentswere

conducted in the second stage of -325 mesh coal testing to determine the effect

of pressure on combined mechanical and EAD dewatering. The effect of pressure

in the range of 3 to 10 psi is shown in Figure 14. Both the moisture content

and specific energy decline with pressure. This improvement in dewatering

performance is most significantuntil about 6 psi after which the improvementis

marginal.

The stage three tests were all conducted at a pressure of 6 psi which

was considered the practical upper limit of the EAD belt press for commercial

use. In fact, as discussed in Section 4, it was difficult to operate the PRU

above 3.3 psi due to test unit design limitations.

3.4.3.3 Effect of DewateringTime,
Voltage Gradient and Ultrasonics

Among these variables,the ultrasonicshad the greatest effect on

improving EAD performance. As shown in Figure 15, the final moisture content

decreased somewhat, i.e., about I percent, on increasingthe time from 3 to 5.5

minutes. There was an accompanyingincrease in specific energy consumptionas

shown in Figure 16.

The effect of voltage gradient was considerablysmaller than for

-100 mesh coal. This is believed to be due to a 60 percent lower zeta potential

for the -325 mesh coal (-14.3 mV) compared to -100 mesh coal (-36.0mV). As

shown in Figure 17, the final moisture content declined only 1.5 percent on

doubling the voltage from 97 to 194. On the other hand, the specific energy

more than doubled on doubling the voltage gradient.
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The effect of ultrasonicson final cake moisture was even stronger

than in the case of-100 mesh. For example, on increasingthe ultrasonic

intensityfrom 0 to 1.21 watts/cm2, the final cake moisture declined by 7.4

percent. T:is compares with about 5.5 percent decline for -100 mesh coal. The

specific energy declined rapidly in the beginning, until 0.33 watts/cm2, and

then increased slowly, as shown in Figure 18. This trend for specific energy is

expected and consistent with the results for -100 mesh coal; however, the

optimum ultrasonic intensitylevel with respect to energy consumptionfor -100

mesh coal was roughly twice that for -325 mesh coal.

3.4.3.4 Effect of Solids Loading

The effect of solids loading on the relationshipbetween final cake

moisture and specific energy is shown in Figure 19. The data suggest that there

is some sort of an optimum solids loading between 3 and 7.7 kg(DS)/m2. This

optimum is lower than for-100 mesh coal, the latter being between 12 and 19

kg(DS)/m2.

3.4.4 Regression Models

Regression models were fitted to the 67 tests to estimate the effects

of voltage, ultrasonic intensity,dewateringtime, pressure and solids loading

on final moisture content. The results observed on 10/25/89 were consistently

superiorto those predicted by the model. Upon further examinationof the

laboratory records, it was determined that the coal tested on 10/25/89 were

prepared almost three weeks earlier, and therefore, the final cake moistures

might have been affected by aging of the coal. Future investigationsof coal

EAD dewatering should study the effect of aging more carefully, lt was also

determined that the final moisture content of the cake was related to the

initialmoisture content of the cake. Consequently,other factors investigated

included the initialmoisture contentof the cake, and a batch effect (AGE) for

the tests conducted on 10/25/89.
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The equation of the final model fitted to the data are:

Final Moisture - Bo + Bl(Time) + Bz(Pressure) + S3(Voltage
Gradient) + B4(Ultrasonic Intensity) + Bs(Solids
Loading) + Be (AGE) + S7(Inttlal Moisture
Content) + S_(Ultrasontc Intensity) 2 +
Bs(Pressure)" + Bio(Solids Loadtng) 2 Eq(13)

Specific Energy - So1 + 811(Time)1 + szl(Pressure) + 831(Volta_qe
Gradient) + B4 (Ultrasonic Intensity) + Ss'(Solids
Loading) + Be'(Initial Moisture Content) +
S71(Ultrasonic Intensity) 2 Eq(14)

The coefficientsfor various parameters in the above equation were estimated

from the 65 tests conducted in the presence of EAD, i.e., the models were not

fitted to the two tests conductedwith pressure only.

The results of variance analysis were as follows:

F-Test P-Value R-Square RMSE

Final Cake Moisture 99.3 0.0001 0.95 0.72

Specific Energy 149.4 0.0001 0.95 0.0095

The details of the analysis are given in Tables C-I and C-2 in Appendix C.

Based on the P-values for various parameters from the corresponding

t-tests, the effects of followingvariableswere found to be significant at 5

percent level:

(A) Final moisture content" dewatering time, pressure, ultrasonic
intensity, solids loading, initial moisture content. (The
effect of voltage gradient was sig,ificantat a lower, i.e., 6
percent level.)

(B) Specific energy: dewatering time, voltage gradient, ultrasonic
intensity, solids loading, and initialmoisture content. (The
effect of pressurewas significantat a lower, i.e., 10 percent
level.)

The observed and predicted values for final cake moisture and specific energy

for various experimentalconditionsare given in Appendix C. An example is
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given in Figure 20. The predictedvalues of final moisture at various pressures

are given by a solid line and the upper and lower 95 percent prediction

boundariesare shown by dotted lines.

3.4.5 Preferred Operatinq Co.nditi.ons for -325 Mesh COal

The observed EAD results and the fitted models show the following:

(1) The EAD performapceimproveswith pressure in the entire range
of practical values for an EAD belt press, i.e., 0-6 psi.

(2) Target objectives for final cake moisture, i.e., 30 percent, can
be reached at moderate levels of voltage gradient and ultrasonic
intensity at reasonableenergy costs.

(3) The EAD performancecan be substantiallyimproved by increasing
the ultrasonic intensityor solids loading up to optimum values.

(4) The effects of time in the range of 3 to 6 minutes and the
voltage gradient between 100 to 200 V/cm are small compared to
those of other variables.

• The preferredoperating conditionscan be defined in terms of lowest

energy consumption,given in terms of specific energy or energy cost, and

highest throughput for desired final moisture content. These are given as

optimum value envelopes (solidlines) in Figures 21, 22, and 23. A comparison

with Figures 11, 12, and 13, respectively,shows that the energy costs for-325

mesh coal are less than half those for -100 mesh coal. This can be explainedby

Equation (2) and the fact that the z:;kratio for -325 mesh coal was three times

higher than for -100 mesh coal.

Based on the laboratory results for -325 mesh coal, the following

ranges of key parameters were suggestpdfor PRU (scale-up)testing"

• Pressure: up to 6 psi or the highest possible for PRU (3.3 psi)
• Time" 2.5-4.5minutes
• Voltage gradient: 70 to 140 V/cm
• Ultrasonic intensity:_0.6 to 1.0 watts/cm2 or the highest possible

for PRU (0.33 watts/cm_)
• Solids loading: 3.5 to 8.0 kg(DS)/m2.
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3.5 SUPPORTINGSTUDIES

3.5.1 Flocculation Studies

The filter belts commonly used in a belt press are porous enough to

let a -100 mesh coal slurry pass through it. To correct this problem

flocculents are needed. But the EAD belt press utilizes a predewateredfiller

cake, which, at the beginningof this projectgave some hope of eliminating

flocculation. Therefore flocculationstudieswere carried out to identify

suitable flocculentsas well as to determine the effect of flocculationon

solids retention on a belt and on EAD performance.

3.5.1.1 Selection of Flocculents

The flocculenttypes and concentrationswere specified by Dr. S.H.

Chiang of the Universityof Pittsburgh. The work was performed in two steps.

First, a series of Percol flocculentssupplied by Allied Collids, Inc., were

tested to quickly select a suitable flocculentfor laboratory EAD testing on

-100 mesh coal. The following three flocculentswere tested:

• Percol 726 (high molecular weight, anionic)
• Percol 757 (high molecularweight, cationic)
• Percol 525 (low molecularweight, anionic)

The single-phasepermeabilityand the formation time of a filter cake

were determined using a vacuum filtration apparatusto assess the ease of

filtration. In addition, settling tests and solids capture rate calculations

were carried out to determine the correct type and dosage of the polymer. The

filter cake formation time decreased first with flocculent concentrationand

then increased after reaching a minimum value. And the opposite trend, as

desired, was observed with respect to filter cake permeability. These data gave

roughly the same optimum values, namely:

• Percol 726: 10 ppm
• Percol 757: 30 ppm
• Percol 525: 20 ppm
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Based on these tests, Percol 726 was judged to be the most effective and

efficient. The same conclusion was reached based on settling tests. Therefore,

Percol 726 at 10 ppm zoncentrationwas used for the -100 mesh coal tests.

In the second step, the following three new polymeric flocculents,

manufacturedby Union Carbide Corp. were studied:

• WSR N-12K (I million molecular weight, anionic)

• WSR Coagulant (5 million molecular weight, anionic)

• WSR 303 (12 millionmolecular weight, anionic)

A comparisonwith Percol 757 showed that the WSR flocculentswere more efficient

in terms of cake formationtime as well as being more effective in terms of

solids retention on the polymericbelt. The WSR coagulantwas selected as the

best among these for EAD studieson -325 mesh coal. A dosage of 19 ppm which

correspondsto 0.17 Ib of flocculentper ton of coal was selected as a practical

concentration. A solids retentionof about 95 percentwith -325 mesh coal was

expected at this concentration.

3.5.1.2 Effect of Flocculationon EAD

A number of exploratoryexperimentswere performed to determine the

effect of flocculent as EAD performance in terms of solids capture and final

cake moisture. The following flocculentand coal combinationswere employed:

• -100 mesh Upper Freeport Coal: Percol 726; 0.11 Ib/ton (DS) coal

• -325 mesh Upper Freeport Coal: WSR Coagulant; 0.17 Ib/t,.n(DS) coal

A bench-scalebelt press predewateringsystem was used to predewater the

flocculatedcoal samples to roughly the same moisture levels as achieved with

the predewatered,unflocculatedcoal. EAD tests were performedon both

flocculatedas well as unflocculatedcoals.
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The tests on -100 mesh coal showed that eliminationof flocculation

did not decrease the solids capture as shown in Table 7. Also flocculation

appeared to have a minor effect on the final cake moisture content. For

example, the av=rage final moisture content for the two flocculationtests (IA

and 3A) was 23.8 percent. On the other hand, the unflocculatedtest (2A)

yielded a final cake moisture of 25.1 percent. Since the flocculationstep

involves extra equipment and operatingcost and because the benefits are minor,

it was decided to eliminatethe use of flocculents for -I00 mesh coal.

Unlike the Percol flocculent,the WSR coagulant had a marked negative

influenceon EAD performanceas shown in Table 8. For example, the final cake

moisture for the flocculatedtest 5A conducted at 6.5 min. dewatering time,

200.5 volts/cm,0.99 watts/cm2 and 5 psi was 37.12. While the final cake

moisture for the unflocculatedcoal test (3B) conducted at the same above

conditionswas 30.65 percent. The specific energy consumptionalso increased

from 0.15 to 0.32 kwh/Ib filtrateon flocculation. Similar results were

observed when comparing Test 4B (flocculated)with Test 2B (unflocculated).

This decline in EAD performancewith flocculationwas judged to be much more

than the benefit of improved solids capture. Therefore, it was decided to

eliminatethe use of flocculationwith -325 mesh coal also. As regards to the

extrusionof coal through the belt, it was decided to observe this effect

further in the PRU before findingmethods to improvethe solids capture beyond

85-90 percent.

3.5.2 Effect of Additives on EADPerformance

The objective of examiningthe effect of additiveswas to find an

additive, if any, that will increasethe rate of the EAD process. Theoretic-

ally, this can be achieved by increasingthe absolute value of the zeta

potential of the coal particles. However, an increase of the zeta potential is

often accompanied by an increaseof the electric conductivity,and as a result

an increase of the DC current at the same voltage. Consequently,there will be

an increase of the operatingcosts, lt is, thus, importantto find an additive

that will increase the zeta potentialof the coal particleswith little or no

increase in the electric conductivityof the liquid phase of the slurry.
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TABLE 7. EFFECT OF FLOCCULATIONON EAD PERFORMANCEWITH -100 MESH, UPPER
FREEPORT COAL [P:7 PSI; T:5 MIN; VOLTAGE GRADIENT:IS5V/CM]

InitialSample Final C:_ke Percent
Flocculated/ Moisture Moisture Solids

Test No. Unflocculated P_rcent Percent Capture

IA Flocculated 40.I 23.2 97.4

2A Unflocculated 38.2 25.I 97.0

3A Flocculated 39.8 24.5 96.7
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Two additiveswere selected to be examined in this brief study:

sodium hexametaphosphateand Dowfroth 250. The tests were done on -325 mesh

coal at 146 v/cm, 4.5 minutes, 6 psi, and 5.4 kg (DS)/m2, without any

ultrasonics. The concentrationof the additiveswere, in ppm, 10, 50, 100,

250, 500, and I percent, based on the total weight of the slurry. The results

showed that there was no significantchange in moisture contents after

dewatering at different additive concentrations The average moisture content

of all sampleswas 33.4 percent with a standard deviatlonof 0.77, which is

about the same as the experimentalerror.

During the review of the above results, Dr. George Wen of DOE/PETC

suggestedthe use of a non-ionic flotationreagents to increase the z:X

ratio. Such reagents should be considered in future studies.

3.5.3 TemperatureEffects During EAD

The temperatureof -100 mesh coal was observed to increase to about

150 F in the PRU tests. Thiu temperature increase should favorably affect

both the EAD and mechanical dewatering performance. To quantify this benefit,

a special dewatering system was built to preheat a coal sample. The acoustic

horn underneath the belt was removed and a heating chamber was added to hold

the sample at a preset temperature (Figure24). Coal sampleswere the same as

those used in the -100.mesh PRU tests and were supplied by CQ, Inc. Operating

parameterswere chosen to representthose used by the PRU. The effect of

temperatureon dewatering rate was examined at two elevated temperature;100 F

and 150 F. Two different ways of heating the sample were tried. The first

method was to hold a refrigeratedcoal sample inside a heating chamber until

the sample was heated to the desired temperature. Pressurewas then applied

and the experiment started. In the second method, a coal sample was allowed

to warm up to room temperaturebefore adding to the heating chamber, which was

at the desired, elevated temperature. Pressurewas applied and the experiment

started immediatelyafter the sample was put into the heating chamber without

waiting for the cake to heat up.
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PNEUMATIC PISTON

HEATING CHAMBER

t_'_T_ _____" COAL SAMPLE

FILTRATECOLLECTING CUP

FIGURE 24. EXPERIMENTALSETUP FOR EVALUATINGTHE TEMPERATUREEFFECT ON FINAL
MOISTURE CONTENT
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The coal sample had an initialmoisture content of 36.1 percent.

With eith(.rheatingmethod, increasingthe temperaturefrom 110 to 150 F

reduced the moisture content by less than I percent compared to about 10

percent moisture reductiondue to applicationof pressure,electric field and

ultrasonics. While a temperature rise due to the applicationof electric and

ultrasonic fielos may assist electroacousticdewatering,the results show that

heating without applicationof the fields is not of much value.

3.5.4 Belt Selection and Characterization

Choosing the right filter medium as a filteringmedium is one of

the most importantrequirementsin assuring satisfactoryoperationof a belt

press. Two polyesterbelts, namely IFC 6093 and IFC 6020, were selected as a

filtering medium for laboratory tests with -100 mesh and -325 mesh Pittsburgh

coal, respectively. Both belts were manufacturedby IndustrialFabrics

Corporation and suppliedto Battelle by ASH. The two belts were selected

primarily for their capabilitiesto retain the fine coal particles and reduce

percent coal particles extrusion in the filtrate. The technical specifica-

tions of the selected belts are listed in Table 9. The IFC 6020 is one of the

tightest belts that IndustrialFabrics produces. It has 43 percent less open

area than IFC 6093. Both belts performed satisfactorilyin the laboratory.

However, the IFC 6020 was found to stretch too much during PRU shakedowntest.

A third belt, namely TEKTKO 7041 OSC, was found in the PRU test to be better

than the first two belts for unflocculated,-100 mesh as well -325 mesh coal.
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3.5.5 Ultrasonics Effects and Shear Thinninq

As discussed in Subsection 2.2.2 there are several hypothesis on

the ultrasonic enhancement of dewatering. Shear thinning is believed to be

one of the major factors. Ultrasonics can reduce the apparent viscosity of a

shear-thinning suspension. Since the rate of electro-osrosis is inversely

proportional to viscosity, use of ultrasonic can be beneficial for EADof

shear-thinning material. Therefore somemeasurements of the rheological

properties of the -100 mesh and -325 mesh coal slurries were made.

The shear stress (Ts)versus she_r rate (s) for a shear-thinning

material is given as:

Ts _ (s)n Eq(15)

where, n < I

The apparent viscosity (/_)is given as:

# : Ts/S Eq(16)

lt can be shown based on these equationsthat

/_e (s)n'1 Eq(17)

The smallerthe value of n, the more shear-thinningis the material, and

greater the beneficial ultrasoniceffect on EAD.

The values of n for the two coal sampleswere determined using a

mechanical spectrometerwhich gives the relationshipbetween shear modulus _nd

angular frequencywhich is equivalent to a relationshipbetween shear stress

and the shear rate. The following values of n were measured for the two types

of coal"

• -100 mesh • 0.79

q" --,)¢;U IIIt;::._ll U • ;JJ_ P
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Thus, the -325 mesh coal had a greater shear-thinningtendency. These results

are consistent with trends seen in the laboratorytests. Specifically, the

effect of ultrasonics on -325 mesh coal was about 30 percent higher than for -

I00 mesh coal.

As explained in Section 2.2.2, factors e=her than shear-thinning

can also contribute to the ultrasoniceffect. The indiv',dualeffects of these

other factors have not been quantified at this time.
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4.0 CONTINUOUSPRUTESTING

The objectives of the PRU (Process Research Unit) testing were to

demonstratethe feasibilityof continuouselectroacousticdewatering (EAD) o?

coal and to obtain data to perform an economic analysis as well as to design

commercial EAD filters. The details of the field test setup, parametric EAD

testing, and a comparison of laboratory and field test results are provided in

this section.

4.1 COALPREPARATIONANDTEST SITE

Two series of PRU tests, one in summer of 1990 and anotherone in

early winter in 1990, each one lasting about two weeks, were performed at the

CQ, Inc. facility in Homer City, PA. The first series of tests were conducted

with a batch of about 100 tons (DS equivalent)of -100 mesh Upper Freeport

coal that was beneficiatedin a froth flotation cell at CQ, Inc. The coal

preparation scheme was identical to one used for preparing the sample for

batch testing. The cleaned coal was predewateredin a vacuum disc filter.

The feed coal moisture varied from 35 to 38 percent. The proximate and

ultimate analyses are given in Table D-I and particle size distributionis

given in Figure D-I in Appendix D.

The second series of tests was originally planned to be carried out

on -325 mesh coal using an advanced flotationmethod. Two potential sources

of column-flotation-cleanedcoal, namely Powell Mountain Coal Company and

Kaiser, and one source of microbubble-flotation-cleanedcoal, i.e. University

of Virginia in Blacksburgh,were contacted. A request was made to supply at

least 50 ton (DS) of coal and a test site for 2-3 weeks. The Powell Mountain

Company was not able to provide a suitable site at the time we needed it.

Kaiser's column flotation system had not yet started when we contacted them.

And University of Virginia could not supply sufficientlylarge quantities of

coal for a meaningful test. Therefore, a backup plan was implementedwith the

help of CQ, Inc. A 50 ton (DS equivalent)sample of -28 mesh coal, which was

a blend of several Upper Freeport coal seams and was froth-flotationcleaned

at the Homer City Power Plant operated by PENNELEC,was shipped to CQ, Inc.
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This coal was further ground in a ball mill and a pebble mill to produce -325

mesh coal. The resultingcoal was then dewateredby a solid bowl centrifuge

to about 46-48 percentmoisture. The proximate and ultimate analyses and

particle size distributionare given in Appendix D.

4.2 PRU DESCRIPTIONAND SHAKEDOWN

A PRU built for and tested with sewage sludgeswas adapted for coal

testing. The PRU is shown schematicallyin Figure 25 and conceptuallyin

Figure 26. The belt press EAD unit consists of a I meter nominal cake width

(1.2 meter belt width) system. The principle is to feed coal dewateredby

conventionalmeans, e.g. a vacuum disc filter or centrifuge,and then remove

additionalwater (moisture)by applicationof DC electric and ultrasonic

fields. The details of the original PRU design, the modifications,and the

shakedowntesting are given below.

4.2.1 Overall Arranqement

The partiallydewatered coal was pumped with a Moyno pump into a

speciallydesigned chute that provided a uniform feed cake thickness across

the belt. The coal was then sandwichedtightly between an outer polymer belt

under medium tension and an inner polymer belt under low tension and traveled

around a large roll of 1.3 meter diameter. In this manner the coal

experienceda pressure in the range of 2.5 to 3.3 psi. This machine (PRU) was

designed for a pressure of 4.0 psi, but was not operated above 3.3 psi because

of excessive stretching of belts. Towards the end of the test program, a belt

(TETKO 70410SC) suitable for higher pressure was identified.

The PRU system was mounted on three separate skids, as shown in

Figure 27. The predewateredcoal was received in a hopper (not shown) from

the coal preparationplant and pumped to the feed chute by a moyno pump. The

product cake was discharged into a front-endloader to facilitate quick

removal from the test area.
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4.2.2 Anode Roll

The large roll was used as the anode, and a moving stainless steel

wire-mesh belt on the outside of the outer polymer belt served as the cathode

as shown in Figure 26. The anode was of a special cnnstructionand was coated

to minimize electrochemicaland chemical corrosion. A simple design also

isolated the anode from the frame of the PRU, which was grounded.

4.2.3 Ultrasonic Plate

A unique ultrasonictransducerdesign along with novel fluid

coupling system made it possible to couple ultrasonic energy into the filter

cake through belts moving in a circular path. However, the PRU was limited to

delivering a maximum of 0.33 watt/cm2 ultrasonic intensity,which was less

than half of optimum based on laboratoryresults. A redesign effort was

considered beyond the scope of the PRU test effort,which was not aimed at

equipment optimization.

4.2.4 Belts

The inner, the outer, and the cathode belts were steered and

tensioned independently. The hydraulic system allowed for the proper

adjustmentof tensions for each belt independently. Provisionswere made for

dewatering all these belts. The cathode belt had a wrap of about 240 degrees

while the ultrasonics system covered 180 degrees with an offset towards the

forwarddirection. This results in the followingsequence of de,watering

forces at a belt speed of I m/min.

• C-0.3 min : pressure
• 0.3-0.7 min : pressure+ electric field
• 0.7-2.7 min : r,ressure + electric field + ultrasonic field
• 2.7-3.0min : pressure + electric field
• 3.0-3.2 min : pressure.

The residence times at other belt speeds can be calculated utilizing Equation

(4).
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4.2.5 Shakedown

The PRU system was checked out for mechanical performanceat ASH

facilities in Houston, Texas. The coal for the shakedowntesting was prepared

by CQ, Inc, and shipped in 25 drums. The shakedowneffort involved the

following:

(I) The coal feeding system was modified to handle predewatered
coal and to obtain a uniform-thicknessfeed across the belt.
The modified system worked well as long as the moisture
content of the-100 mesh coal was above about 43 percent.

(2) The 900 amp D.C. power supply operated satisfactorily. (The
-325 mesh PRU test used a 1600 amp power supply which was
first tested at CQ, Inc.)

(3) The ultrasonic seals had to be modified to minimize water
leakage, especiallywhen a cake thickness of more than _ inch
was used

(4) Several polymer belts were tested, lt was decided to try two
different belts, namely an IFC 6461 (310 CFM) and IFC (85
CFM), on the PRU. The IFC 6020 belt used for laboratory
testing was not mechanicallystrong enough to be used on the
PRU. The lower permeabilitybelt was to be tried to minimize
reabsorptionof water towards the tail end of dewatering.

4.3 PRU INSTALLATION

The skid-mountedPRU was installedon an outdoor concrete pad at

CQ, Inc., for -100 mesh testing. The predewateredslurry was piped into a

hopper, which fed to the Moyno pump on the PRU. The product cake was

collected in a front-end loader to quickly transportthe coal away from the

site. The dried coal was eventually shipped to the Homer City power plant.

The filtrate was sent to CQ, Inc. clarificationpond. A photograpi,nf the

overall installationis shown in Figure 28.

At the end of the first series of tests the PRU was shipped back to

ASH as it was needed for tests on other materials and since the ultrasonic

seal needed to be improved.
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For the second series of tests (on -325 mesh coal), the PRU was

installed inside a buildingto protect the equipmentfrom very cold weather.

The building, however,was unheated. The feed coal was piped into the feed

hopper as before. The product cake was collected in plastic bags for future

use on another contract on pelletization.

4.4 EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

All PRU tests were conducted utilizing the operating procedure

given in Appendix E. A typicaltest day comprisedof 4--6tests done on a

batch of coal. The beneficiatedcoal slurry was continuouslypredewateredby

a vacuum filter or a centrifuge and utilized for PRU tests.

A typical test comprisedof 20 minutes of steady state at a given

set of conditions, lt usually took about 20 minutes to reach a steady state

for a new set of test conditions. Samples of feed and product cake were

collected at 5-minute intervalsduring the steady state operation. Some

samples of filtrate were also taken to determine the solids capture rate for

the EAD belt press. The followinganalyses were performed:

I. Moisture content of all predewateredfeed and product cake
samples. (The averages of moisture values for the four
samples of feed and product cake were used for EAD performance
analysis.)

2. Proximateand ultimate analyses of compositesof four samples
for feed and product cake.

3. Particle size distributionof composites of the four feed
samples and filtrate solids for selected tests.

The followingprocess variables and conditionswere measured and

recorded during each test:

I. Cake production rate for selected tests to estimate
predewateredfeed and cake production rates based on cake
thickness setting and moisture contents of feed and product.

2. Inlet cake thickness
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3. Belt speed

4. Belt tens i ons

5. DC current and voltage input

6. Ultrasonic power input for the front and the back halves.

4.5 PRURESULTSON-100 MESHCOAL

Field tests of the EAD PRU on -100 mesh Upper Freeport coal were

conductedduring July-August,1990. A total of 22 tests were performed to

investigatethe effect of the followingfactors on EAD performance:

(I) Fluid coupling (on or off)
(2) Permeabilityof outer belt (85, 310 and 360 cfm of air)
(3) Initial cake thickness (0.84, 1.27, and 1.91 cm)
(4) Ultrasonic power (0, 4.5, and 9 kw)
(5) D.C. voltage (0, 50, 70 and 90 volts).

The belt speed was maintained at I m/min, which correspondsto an EAD time of

2.7 minutes. Lower belt speedswere consideredto b_ ineffectivebased on the

laboratorydata and higher belt speeds were not possible due to capacity

limitationof the coal beneficiationsystem.

The mechanical and process performanceresults are discussed below.

4.5.1 Mechanical Performance

The feed chute and distributorworked satisfactorilyto provide a

fairly uniform cake across the belt. The cake dischargewas also

satisfactory. Very little coal squeezed out from the edges of the belt.

A mass balance based on moisture contents of feed, product cake,

and filtrate showed gg percent solids capture by the filter belts. This is an

importantresults that confirms that as long as the coal is dewatered to a

JIIBIIBIIIIIIIIINIIIIIINIIIIIIIlll
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cake-like consistency,it need not be treatedwith flocculentsto achieve high

degree of solids retention in an EAD belt press.

The main problem encountered in the testing was that the ultrasonic

seal, into which water is pumped to maximize ultrasonic coupling, leaked

badly. The poor ultrasonic coupling was evident as there was only a small

increase in the current when an ultrasonicfield _as employed compared to what

was expected. An attemptwas made to correct this problem before the -325

mesh testing. The seal improved in the -325 mesh coal tests somewhatwith an

increase in belt tension but the ultrasonic coupling was still considered to

be poor. This problem was further compounded by the fact that the maximum

ultrasonic power input (g kw) was less than half of the optimum value based on

the laboratory tests. This reducedthe effectivenessof EAD for reasons

discussed in Section 3.

Despite the problems with the ultrasonic system, it was

demonstratedthat continuous electroacousticdewatering (EAD) was feasible.

The _rocess performancecan be improvedwith an equipmentredesign and

optimizationeffort.

4.5.2 EAD Process Performance

Test conditions and results are summarized in Table 10. With the

feed moisture varying from 35 to 38 percent, the lowest moisture content of

product cake with EAD was about 22 percent compared to a target of 20 percent.

The product moisture content with pressure only (no EAD) varied from 30 to 31

percent. (lt is to be noted that a somewhat lower moisture content of the

predewateredfeed coal could have been achieved by reducing the throughput of

the vacuum disc filter. However, this may have made the feeding of the coal

to the PRU unreliable. Anyway, it is believed that with EAD being used for

postdewatering,the overall capital cost for predewateringplus EAD can be

minimized by operating the vacuum disc filter at a high throughput without

significantlycompromisingon the overall moisture reduction in the two

dewatering steps.
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4.5.2.1 Effect of Fluid Coupling

Tests were performedto assess the moisture reabsorptionproblem

due to fluid coupling that had been experiencedduring the preliminarytests

conducted at ASH. Test number 0720-I,0720-3, 0720-5,0724-! to 0724-4 were

conducted to study the effects of fluid coupling on EAD performance. These

tests were run at 1.27-cm and 1.91-cmcake thickness. Tests with fluid

coupling were matched with tests done at similar conditionswithout coupling,

and their differenceswere statisticallyanalyzed using a paired t-test.

Results for these tests are shown iinTable F-I in Appendix F. Final moisture

and _Ita moisture (i.e., decrease in moisture contentof cake) for tests

performedwith fluid coupling are containedin the second and third columnsof

the table for tests done with fluid coupling. Differencesare displayed in
the last two columns.

The average paired differenceswere 1.21 percent and 0.81 percent

for final moisture and delta moisture, respectively, lhe probabilityof the

differencesoccurring by chance alone (p-values)are 13 percent and 29 percent

for final moisture and delta moisture,respectively. From th_:sedata it is

concludedthat the difference betweenfinal moisture and delta moisture for

tests with fluid coupling and without fluid coupling were not statistically

significantat the 5 percent significancelevel, indicatingno significant

moisture reabsorptionoccurs under the test conditions utilized.

In Test 0727-I, a single run at 0.85-cm cake thickness, a wet

streak was observed at the middle of the belt caused by moisture reabsorption

during fluid coupling. Therefore, the cake thickness should be kept at 1.27

cm or greater to avoid the moisture reabsorptionproblem.

4.5.2.2 Effect of Experimental
Factors on Moisture Content

Because the effect of fluid coupling was not determinedto be

statisticallysignificant,data from tests with and without fluid coupling

were pooled together to examine the effects of D.C. voltagelevels, ultrasonic
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power levels, and cake "ckness (excludingthe resultsat 0.85 cm cake

thickness) on final moisture and delta moisture. Figure 29 shows the

experimentalresults for final moisture and Figure 30 shows results for delta

moisture. For example, for test number 0724-5, at 1.27 cm cake thickness, 50

volt, and g kw the final moisture was 27.76 percent as plotted in the left box

in Figure 29.

An analysis of variance was conducted to examine the effects of

D.C. voltage, ultrasonicpower, cake thickness, and belt permeabilityon both

final moisture and delta moisture. The results from the analysis of variance

are summarized in Tables F-2 and F-3 in the Appendix F for final moisture and

delta moisture, respectively. The R-square and RMSE values from the variance

models and means for final moisture and delta moisture models are shown below:

Moisture

Parameter R-Square RMSE Mea____on

Final Moisture 0.92 0.87 27.65

Delta Moisture 0.95 0.62 9.20

As shown in Table F-2, while the effects of D.C. voltage and cake

thicknesson final moisture were determined to be statisticallysignificantat

the 5 percent significancelevel, the effects of belt permeabilityand

ultrasonicspower were not. In summary, voltage was the most statistically

significantfactor on EAD performancefor final moisture. Analysis of

variance results agree with the experimentalresults shown in Figure 29 which

clearly shows D.C. voltage level is the most influentialfactor on the

percentagechanges of final moisture. While final moisture does vary with

cake thickness,the trend is much smaller for cake thickness than for voltage

in Figure 29. Ultrasonic power, however, does not have a visible effect on

final moisture in Figure 29.
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1.27 cm cake thickness 1.91 cm cake thickness

90 90 _22.75 22.06

26.56
70 26.23 • 26.13 26.47

25.99 25.98 q

D.C. 27.76
Volt 50 27.56 27.75 q

31.08 30.51

30.69 _ 29.95 30.13 27.65 26.80
v

0 30.00 4.5 9 0 9
29.63
28.90 U/S kw U/S kw

FIGURE 29. MINUS 100 MESH COAL PRU RESULTS FOR FINAL CAKE MOISTURE IN PERCENT
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1.27 cm cake thickness 1.91 cm cake thickness

90 90 r---
12.34 13.65

11.77
70 10.37 • 10o88 11.06

11.48 10.73

D.C, 9.69
Volt 50 9.09 9.42

6.93 5.84
7.25 6.97 7.64 8.15 8.03A

1lr

0 7.14 4.5 9 0 9
7.17
7.51 U/S kw U/S kw

FIGURE 30. MINUS 100 MESH COAL PRU RESULTS FOR DELTA MOISTURE IN PERCENT
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As shown in Table F-3, D.C. voltage level was determined to be the

only statistically significant factor (at 5 percent significance ]eve]) on the

performance of EAD for delta moisture. The effec*s of cake thickness, belt

permeability, and ultrasonic power level were not statistically significant

(at 5 percent significance ]eve]). The results of analysis of variance for

delta moisture also agree with experimental results shown in Figure 30. While

D.C. voltage ]eve] shown in Figure 30 has a considerable effect on the

percentage changes of delta solids, there was no significant effect due to

ultrasonic power level.

4.5.2.3 Linear Regression Model for Moisture Content

In the final analysis,we omitted the effects of ultrasonic power

and belt permeabilityand fitted a linear regressionmodel to the data to

estimate the linear trend between D.C. voltage and final moisture and delta

moisture for the two cake thicknessvalues. Final moisture and delta moisture

levels are plotted against D.C. voltage level in Figures31 and 32 using a

different symbol for each cake thickness. The slope between final moisture

and D.C. voltage level was estimated to be -0.058 with a standard error of

0.005. The slope betweendelta moisture and D.C. voltage level was estimated

to be 0.057 with a standard error of 0.004. The fitted regression lines for

both final and delta moisture are drawn on Figure 31 and 32, respectively.

This means over the range of 0 to 90 volts, a 10 volt power increase is

estimated to result in a O.5B percent decrease and 0.57 percent increase in

final moisture and delta moisture, with 0.05 percent and 0.04 percent standard

errors, respectively. As indicatedin Figure 31, lower final moisture levels

were obtained at the thicker cake and higher voltage levels. Similarly,

Figure 32 shows that higher delta moisture levels were obtained at the thicker

cake and higher voltage levels.

As discussed in the laboratory tests, the rate of electro-osmotic

filtration is proportionalto the voltage gradient across the filter cake.

Therefore the effect of the thickness, i.e. solids loading, can be better

visualized by plotting final cake moisture against voltage gradient for the

two values of solids loading. To do this, the entire voltage drop was assumed
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to occur across the filter cake and thus values of voltage gradient were

calculated. The results are shown in Figure 33. As can be seen, the effect

of increasing cake thickness was quite significant, which agrees with the

laboratory tests analyzed in a similar manner. A cake thickness above 1.91 cm

could not be tested because of the ultrasonic plate curvature with respect to

the anode roll. The design can be easily modified to allow handling thicker

cakes, if necessary.

lt is believed, based on laboratory studies, that effect of voltage

can be enhanced by coupling more ultrasonic energy into the filter cake; *his

will require the redesign _ the ultrasonic seal in the EAD belt press.

4.5.2.4 Energy Use

The energy cost ranged from I to 5 dollars/ton (DS) of coal

depending on the operating conditions. The optimum energy cost versus final

moisture envelopes for two throughput values are shown in Figure 34. At the

higher throughput of 1.35 ton (DS)/hr/m belt width_ the key costs at various

moisture levels are as follows:

• 22 percent moisture: 3.67 dollars/ton (DS)

• 23 percent moisture: 2.46 dollars/ton (DS)

• 24 percent moisture: 1.64 dollars/ton (DS).

4.5.3 Effect of EAD on Coal Properties

The feed to EAD PRU and the resulting product coal were analyzed to

determine if EAD affected properties of coal other than its moisture content.

The properties of interest were volatile matter (VM), free swelling index

(FSI), higher heating value (HHV; MAF basis), ash (MF basis), and total sulfur

(MAF basis). The VM, FSl, and HHV were measured to determine if there was an

electrochemical oxidation of coal. And the ash and total sulfur values were
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obtained to determine if EAD affected removal of pyritic sulfur. As shown in

Table 11, these propertiesof coal were virtually unchangeddue to EAD.

TABLE 11. AVERAGE VALUES OF SELECTED PROPERTIESOF -I00 MESH
COAL BEFORE AND AFTER CONTINUOUS EAD

,, ,', ,,,, , ,_, _

Property . Before EAD After EAD 1

VM, % 30.81 30.68

FSI 7.7 7.3

HHV, Btu/lh(MAF) 15,473 15,477

Ash, % (MF) 13.06 13.11

Total Sulfur, % (MAF) ..... 2.46 2.51

4.5.4 Correlationwith Batch Results

Since the samples of -100 mesh coal for laboratory and PRU field

tests were quite comparable in terms of coal beneficiation,the laboratory and

PRU data were compared to establish scale-up correlations. The conditions for

tests 0720-4 and 0726-3, conducted at solids loadings of 14.0 and 9.3

kg(DS)/m2, respectively,were selected for comparison. The observed values of

final cake moisture and specific energy for the PRU tests were compared with

values predicted by regression models based on laboratory results.

The results given in Table 12 show the final moisture values for

PRU to be within about I percent of the laboratory values. However, the

specific energy consumptionfor PRU tests was significantlyhigher than for

laboratory tests, speciallyat the lower solids loading. The energy

consumption at a solids loading of 14.0 kg (DS)/m2 was about 15 percent higher

for PP,;J.At the lower solids loading, the specific energy was about 50

percent higher For PRU. A comparison of the electrical conductivitiesof the

filtrate shows that the coal for PRU had about the same conductivity(3.08

millimho/cm) as that for the laboratory sample (3.25 millimho/cm). Therefore,

some other factors are responsiblefor the difference in specific energy. The
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likely explanationsare poor ultrasoniccoupling and lower pressure achieved

in the PRU.

TABLE 12. COMPARISONOF PRU EAD RESULTS WITH LABORATORYEAD RESULTS
FOR -I00 MESH COAL

, " ,i i|i ' i , i

Final Cake Specific
Moisture, Energy
percent kwh/Ib filtrate, i

PRU Laboratory(') PRU ....Lab°rator_('} I

Case I

PRU #0720-4 22.I 23.6 O.150 O.128

[14.0 Rg{DS)/mz]

Case II

PRU #0726-3 26.6 25.4 0.196 0.130

[9.3 kg(DS)/mzl

(a) Predictedby regressionmodel based on laboratory results.

As discussed earlier, the ultrasonic coupling is believed to have

been better at higher solids loading. This may partiallyexplain the widening

of the gap between energy consumptionfigures for PRU and laboratory tests as

the solids loading decreased.

The PRLIenergy usage was higher than for laboratorytest partly

also because of _ lower pressure (3.3 psi) used in the PRU compared to

laboratorytests (5 psi). Laboratorysimulationsof the PRU operation,

utilizing a samp'lefrom the batch of coal tested in the PRU, showed that on

increasingthe p_essure from 3.5 to 6 psi, the moisture content was lowered by

2.25 percent and the specific energy use was reduced by 17 percent.
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4.5.5 Potential for ImprovedEAD Performance
for _-I00Mesh Coal

The performanceof the PRU potentiallycan be improved by

implementingthe followingdesign improvementsor processing condition

modifications"

(I) Modificationof the ultrasonicplate curvature and seal to
accommodatea 3.8 cm thick feed cake. This will increase the
throughput and reduce specific ultrasonic energy usage.

(2) Improvebelt tensioningsystem to increase maximum pressure
from 3.3 psi to 4.6 psi conservativelyand to 6 psi
optimistically. This will reduce the moisture content and
specific energy usage.

(3) Modificationof ultrasonic seal and addition of more
transducersto couple more ultrasonic energy. Even without
adding more transducers,the EAD effectivenesscould be
significantlyimprovedwith a better seal.

(4) Use of higher belt speeds in combinationwith higher voltage
gradient may be beneficiallyemployed to increase throughput
with a disproportionatelylower increase in energy cost. This
needs to be studiedfurther.

(5) Reducing the initialmoisture will reduce total energy
consumption. This may however, requiremodificationof cake
feeding/distributionsystem to maintain uniform cake thickness
across the belt.

(6) Increasingthe zeta potential (Z) to electrical conductivity
(A) ratio by controllingthe dissolved solids content of
process water or by using a suitable additive, as discussed in
Subsection 3.5.2.

lt is believed that the first three items listed above are easy to

implementand their benefits are quantifiablebased on available laboratory

data. The last three items, however,will require further testing. Based on

the first three design improvementsand the laboratorydata, we made estimates

of EAD performance. The moisture versus energy cost values for two levels of

improvement,namely "conservative"and "optimistic",are compared with

observed values in Table 13. As shown, a conservativeestimate of projected

energy cost to achieve 20 percent final moisture at a throughputof 2.70 ton
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(DS)/hr/mbelt width is 3.36 dollars/ton (DS). Increasingthe final moisture

level to 22 percent is projectedto reduce energy cost to 1.50 dollars/ton

(DS).

TABLE 13. COMPARISON OF OBSERVED ENERGY COST VALUES WITH PROJECTED
VALUES FOR AN IMPROVED-DESIGNEAD BELT PRESS FOR -100 MESH
UPPER FREEPORTCOAL AT VARIOUS FINAL MOISTURE LEVELS
(INITIALMOISTURE CONTENT: 37 PERCENT)

i i ill _

Final Cake Observed(a} Projected(b)Energy Cost, S/ton (DS)
Moisture, Energy Cost,
percent S/ton (DS) Conservative Optimistic

26 0.65 NA NA
25 1.12 NA NA
24 1.64 0.60 NA
23 2.46 1.03 NA
22 3.67 1.50 0.59
21 NA 2.25 1.01
20 NA 3.36 1.48
19 NA NA 2.21
18 NA NA 3.30

,,,,

NA: Not available.
(a) Observed conditions: 1.35 tons (DS)/hr/m;2.T min.; 1.9 cm cake

thickness.

(b) Projectedconditions: 2.70 ton (DS)/hr/m;2.7 min.; 3.8 cm cake
thickness.

4.6 PRURESULT,'SON-325 MESHCOAL

Field tests of the EAI)PRU on -325 mesh Upper Freeportcoal were

conducted at CQ, Inc., Homer City, PA, during Noven,ber-December,1990. A

total of 25 tests were performedto investigatethe effect of the following

experimentalfactors on EAD performance:

(1) Fluid coupling (on or off)
(2) Cake thickness (1.27 and 1.91 cm)
(3) Ultrasonic power (0 and 9 kW)
(4) D.C. voltage (0, 50, 70, 80, 85, and 100 volts).
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The belt speed was maintained at 0.5 m/min, which corresponds to an EAD

residence time of 5.4 minutes. Higher belt speeds were desired, but were not

possible due the capacity limitation of the solid bowl centrifuge used for

predewatering.

4.6.1 Mechanical Performance

The feed coal was pumped from ground level up to the machine inlet

using a Moyno pump. The feed distributorworked satisfactorilyto provide

fairly uniform cake across the belt. The cake discharge was also

satisfactory. Very little coal squeezed out from the edges of the belt. In

the earlier tests, there was some problem with the DC power supply,which was

caused by damage during shipping. The problem was corrected in the field.

The ultrasonic seal, into which water is pumped to maximize ultrasonic

coupling, still leaked badly. The seal improved somewhat with an increase in

belt tension.

4.6.2 EAD Process Performance

The test conditions and results are summarized in Table 14. The

lowest moisture content of product cake width EAD was about 31 percent

compared to 36-40 percent for pressure only (no EAD) and 46-48 percent for

solid-bowl centrifugation(predewateredfeed).

4.6.2.I Effects of Experimental
Factors on Moisture Content

The means and standard deviations of final cake moisture and delta

moisture (decreasein final cake moisture) for each combustion of cake

thickness, voltage, ultrasonics,and fluid coupling are displayed in Table G-]

in Appendix G.
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Experimentalresults are shown in Figures 35 and 36 for final mois-

ture and delta moisture, respectively. For example, for test number 1130-5,

at 1.27 cm thick cake, 0 volt, and 9 kW final moisture is plotted as 39.30

percent in the left box in Figure 35.

An analysis of variance was conducted to examine the effects of

voltage, fluid coupling, ultrasonicspower, and cake thicknesson both final

moisture and delta moisture. These analysis of variance models included terms

for the main effects of fluid coupling,cake thickness, ultrasonics,and

voltage, and for the interactionbetweenultrasonics and cake thickness. The

results from the analysis of variance are summarized in Table G-2 and G-3 in

Appendix G for final moisture and delta moisture, respectively. The R-square

and RMSE values from analysis of variancemodels, and means for final moisture

and delta moisture are shown below:

Moisture
Parameter R-square RMSE Mean

Final Moisture 0.76 1.29 35.70
Delta Moisture 0.64 1.83 11.68

As shown in Table G-2, while the effects of voltage and cake

thickness on final moisture were determined to be statisticallysignificant

(at the 5 percent significancelevel), the effects of fluid coupling,

ultrasonics power, and the interactionbetween ultrasonicspower and cake

thickness were not. In summary, voltage was the most statistically

significantfactor on EAD performancefor final moisture.

Analysis variance results agree with the experimentalresults shown

in Figure 35 which clearly shows voltage level to be the most influential

factor for changes in final moisture. While final moisture do vary with cake

thickness the trend is much smaller for cake thickness than for voltage in

Figure 35. The poor final moisture of 38.50 percent observed for test number

1203-5 at 0 kW, 85 volts, and 1.27 cm thick cake deviates from this trend, and

may be due to a reabsorptionof water in the presence of fluid coupling.
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1.27 cm cake thickness 1.91 cm cake thickness
100

i

32.80 33.23 31.38
34.45 33.03

85 33.74 38.50 37.17 t_ 33.85 34.32 33.37
80 35.57 q

D,C,

Volt 70 33.72

50 34.58 36.04

36.01 i

36.40 37.79 36.09 36.10

38.61 39.61 39.30 37.12 39.63
0 9 0 _'9

U/S kw U/S kw

FIGURE 35. MINUS 325 MESH COAL PRU RESULTS FOR FINAL CAKE MOISTURE IN PERCENT
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1.27 cm cake thickness 1.91 cm cake thickness

100 dr w
14.04 13.64 15.21

12.18 13.27

85 13.51 8.81 10.28 _ _ 13.68 13.00 19.30 q
80 12.25

D.C.
70 13.16Volt

50 T 12.79 12.01 11.83 •

11.47 9.25 10.91 10.28
8.91 8.46 8.04 9.48 6.37

4, 6
0 9 0 9

U/S kw U/S kw

FIGURE 36. MINUS 325 MESH COAL PRU RESULTS FOR DELTA MOISTURE IN PERCENT
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Ultrasonic power, however, does not have a visible effect on final moisture in

Figure 35.

As shown in Table G-3, the main effects of voltage level and cake

thickness level were determined to be the statistically significance factors

(at 5 percent significance level) on the performance of EAD for delta

moisture. Main effects of fluid coupling and ultrasonics power level were not

statistically significant (at 5 percent significance level). The interaction

between ultrasonics and cake thickness was marginally significant (at 5

percent significance level). This significant interaction results from the

better performance of ultrasonics at 1.91 cm thick cake compared to 1.27 cm

thick cake. Model predicted averages for delta moisture for selected levels

of ultrasonics and cake thickness are shown below.

Ultrasonics power level
Cake Thickness 0 kw 9 kw

1.27 cm 11.29% 10.99%
1.91 cm 11.71% 14.90%

While delta moisture levels are predictedto increasewith higher

ultrasonicsfor 1.91 cm thick cake, they are essentiallythe same for 1.27 cm

thick cake. This result may possibly be due to the improved fluid coupling

observed with the thicker cake. Results from the analysis of variance for

delta moisture also agree with experimentalresults shown in Figure 36.

Voltage level shown in Figure 36 has a considerableeffect on the percentage

changes of delta moisture. The low 8.81 percent of delta moisture observed

for test number 1203-5 at 0 kw, 85 volts, and 1.27 cm thick cake may be due to

a reabsorptionof water in the presence obtained in Test Number 1204-6 was

probably due to relatively high initialmoisture (52.67percent) in this test,

which was about 5 to 7 percent higher compared to other tests.
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4.6.2.2 Linear Regression Models

In the final analysis, we omitted the effects of ultrasonicspower

and fluid coupling and fitted a linear regressionmodel to the data to

estimate the linear trend between voltage and final moisture and between

voltage and delta moisture. Figures37 and 38 plot final moisture and delta

moisture against voltage level using a different symbol for each cake

thickness. The fitted regression lines for both final and delta moisture are

drawn on Figure 37 and 38, respectively. As indicated in Figure 37, lower

final moisture levels were obtained at the thicker cake and higher voltage

'levels. Similarly, Figure 38 shows that higher moisture levels were obtained

at the thicker cake and higher voltage levels. The slope between final

moisture and voltage level was estimated to be -0.036 with a standard error of

0.007. The slope between delta moisture and voltage level was estimated to be

0.041 with a standard error of 0.010. This means that over the range of 0-100

volt, a 10 volt power increase will result in 0.36 percent decreases and 0.41

percent and 0.10 percent standard errors, respectively. These percentage

changes in final and delta moisture for minus 325 mesh coal are comparable to

results obtained for the minus 100 mesh coal i.e., 0.58 percent decreases and

0.57 percent increasesfor final and delta moisture, with 0.05 percent and

0.04 percent standard errors, respectively.

As discussed in Subsections3.3.3 and 3.4.3, the effect of cake

thickness can be better judged by plotting final cake moisture against voltage

gradient measures than voltage. Assuming that the voltage drop is across the

filter cake, the results shown in Figure 39 are achieved. As shown, the EAD

performance improves quite significantlyon increasingthe cake thickness

(solids loading). A cake thickness higher than 1.91 cm was desirable but not

feasible without modificationof the PRU.
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4.6..2.3 Enerqy Use

The energy cost (at 5c/kwh) ranged from 2.5 to 10 dollars/ton (DS)

depending on the operating conditions. The optimum energy cost versus final

cake moisture envelope is shown in Figure 40. The energy costs at various

final moisture levels based on this optimum are listed as "observed"values

in Table 15 along with projected values possible with two levels of design

improvements.

TABLE 15. COMPARISONOF OBSERVED ENERGY COST VALUES WITH PROJECTED
VALUES FOR AN IMPROVED-DESIGNEAD BELT PRESS FOR -325 MESH
UPPER FREEPORT COAL FOR VARIOUS FINAL CAKE MOISTURE LEVELS

(INITIALMOISTURE CONTENT" 47 PERCENT)
,,,,

Final Cake Observed(') Projected(b)Energy Cost,
Moisture, Energy Cost, S/ton (DS)
percent S/ton (DS)

Conversation Optimistic,, ,,,,,, ,,

35 I.34 NA NA
34 2.58 NA NA
33 4.10 O.88 NA
32 5.62 1.70 NA
31 7.77 2.71 0.77
30 NA 3.71 I.47
29 NA 5.13 2.34
28 NA NA 3.20
27 NA NA 4.43

,,,,

NA" Not available.

(a) Observed conditions" 0.56 ton (DS)/hr/m;5.4 min.; 1.9 cm cake
thickness.

(b) Projectedconditions" 2.24 ton (DS)/hr/m;2.7 min.; 3.8 cm cake
thickness.
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4.6,3 I[ff¢;_t of EADon Coal Properties

As in the case of -I00 mesh coal tests, there was no significant

change in the ultimate and proximate analysesof coal due to EAD application.

4.6.4 Correlation with Batch Results

A comparison of PRU tests with laboratorytests showed that while

the final moisture levels were comparableto those in the laboratorytests,

the specific ener,gyvalues were 2 to 3 times higher. The primary reasons for

this are believed to be the following,in order of decreasing importance:

• A 3 'timeshigher electrical conductivityto zeta potentialratio
for PRU tests comparedwith laboratorytests

• A much longer dewateringtime than necessary. (The larger
dewateringtimes were a result of low belt speeds employed to
match with low feed coal production rate.)

• The ultrasoniccoupling in PRU was worse than for laboratory
tests.

• The maximum cake pressure in the PRU was 3.3 psi compared to 6
psi in the laboratory.

4.6.5 Potential for Improved EAD
Performance for -325 Mesh Coal

The performanceof the PRU for -325 mesh coal also can be signifi-

cantly improved b3_implementingthe improvementssuggestedfor -100 mesh coal.

Additionally,employing a shorter residencetime, i.e., 2.7 rather than 5.4

minutes, will double the throughput,while increasingthe moisture content by

only I percent and decreasing the specific energy use by 22 percent based on

laboratorydata. (In making these estimates, it was assumed that the relative

changes in energy with changes in processingconditionswere the same for PRU

as for laboratorytests. This assumptionshould be reasonable if the primary

reason for the difference in absolute values of specific energy in PRU and

laboratory test is the ratio of the electrical conductivityto the zeta

potential of feed coal.) By implementingthis change in operatingconditions
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along with design changes to obtain (a) a thicker (3.8 cm) cake, (b) a higher

(4.6-6 psi) pressure, and (c) improvedultrasonicseal, the EAD performance

potentiallycan be improved as shown in Table 15. As shown, a conservative

estimate of projKctedenergy cost to achieve 30 percent final moisture at a

throughput of 2.24 ton (DS)/hr/mbelt width is 3.71 dollars/ton (DS). On

increasingthe final moisture to 32 percent, the energy cost is projected to

be $1.70 dollars/ton (DS).
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5.0 EADVERSUSDRYINGECONOMICS

The PRU resultsshowed that EAD can produce moisture levels as low

as 22 and 31 percent for -100 and -325 mesh coals, respectively;and the

laboratory tests yielded 2 to 3 percent lower moisture levels. No currently-

used technology except thermal drying can produce such low coal moisture

levels. Therefore, economicsof EAD was compared with economics of thermal

drying. The drying costs were based on the use of an indirectly-heated

(steam-jacketed)rotary dryer supplied by FEECO. The indirect heatingwas

considered necessary because of the s_all particle size of coals under

consideration. The steam for drying was raised using clean coal, without

using an FGD system. The capital and operatingcosts for a predewatering

system, e.g., a vacuum disc filter for -100 mesh coal or a solid bowl

centrifuge for -325 mesh coal, were not estimated as these were the same for

EAD or thermal drying. The results are discussedbelow.

5.1 MINUS 100 MESHCOALECONOMICS

The EAD capital costs were based on the use of a 2.5 meter belt

width system, which has a 2.5 times higher capacity than the PRU and 1.25

times higher capacity than a commerciallyavailable EAD belt press for sewage

sludges. The fixed capital investment (FCl), including installation,

operating capital, startupcosts, etc., was estimated by ASH to be $632,000.

The plant throughput for such a unit utilizingPRU conditions for 1.91 cm

initial cake thickness,which were suboptimal,was estimated to be 55 tons

(DS)/day for 16 hrs/day operation. The net annual operating costs for EAD

were then estimated for final moisture levels of 22, 23, and 24 percent. The

cost estimation options and breakdown of costs by various cost components for

the 24 percent moisture case are shown in Table 16. The capital-relatedcosts

add up to 77 percent of the total cost, indicatingthat the EAD is very

capital intensiveunder the PRU throughput conditions. For example, if either

the belt speed is doubled to 2 m/min or the cake thickness is doubled to 3.8

cm, the throughput can be doubled to 110 tons (DS)/day. This can reduce the

operating cost from 10.09 dollars/ton (DS) to 5.86 dollars/ton (DS). The

increased belt speed option is currently feasiblewith the PRU, but the
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moisture versus energy correlationfor higher belt speeds is unknown. On the

other hand, for the higher cake thicknessoption, sufficient laboratorydata

are available to indicate that the moisture content will not increase

significantly,while the energy cost may decline by at least 5 percent;

however, a minor mechanical modificationof PRU is necessary in this case to

accommodate a thicker cake. (A thicknessabove 3.8 cm may not be desirable as

it will probably result in a significantdegradation of the EAD performance

with respect to moisture reductionlevel.)

The EAD operating costs were compared with thermal drying costs

using publishedpurchased equipmentcost data and economic analysis procedures

similar to those for EAD. The operatingcosts for moisture levels of 22, 23,

and 24 percent with observed (suboptimal)EAD PRU energy costs and throughputs

are shown in Figure 41. As shown EAD costs are lower than those for thermal

drying at 55 tons (DS)/dayonly. The EAD costs at higher plant throughput

remain the same as for 55-tons (DS)/day,while thermal drying costs decline to

values below EAD costs.

If the cake thickness is doubled to 3.8 cm, and conservatively

assuming no benefit in moisture or energy reduction as suggestedby Figures 7

and 34, then the EAD operating costs became lower than thermal drying costs at

all throughputs as shown in Figure 42. Even at the increasedEAD throughput,

i.e., 2.70 ton (DS)/hr/mbelt width, the EAD capital cost is 2 to 3 times

higher than for thermal drying as shown in Figure 43. But the EAD operating

costs are lower because thermal drying is much more energy intensivethan EAD.

The EAD process economicscan be further improved by increasingthe

cake pressure above 3 psi and by coupling more ultrasonic energy. These will

require minor-to medium-difficultydesign modificationsas discussed earlier.

The operating costs for the "conservative"and "optimistic"design improvement

cases discussed in Section 4.5.5 and quantified in Table 13, are shown

graphically in Figure 44. The conservativecase assumes increase in pressure

to 4.6 psi and modificationof ultrasonic seal to deliver 0.33 watts/cm2 as

opposed to a value of 0.16 watts/cm2 (50 percent of expected)assumed

arbitrarilyfor current design. These design improvementsappear to be easily

operating cost comparison with thermal drying are shown in Figure 45.
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5.2 ,I'IINUS 325 MESHCOALECONOMICS

The operating costs for -325 mesh coal based on the PRUconditions

were even higher than for -]00 mesh coal because of a lower throughput, on a

dry solids basis, for -325 mesh coal. The reasons for the lower throughput

were a lower belt speed (0.5 m/min) and a higher initial moisture content (47

percent) for the finer coal. As mentioned earlier, operation with a belt

speed greater than 0.5 m/sin was not attempted due to capacity limitation of

the feed preparation plant. (The PRU is capable of operating up to 2.5

m/min.) The laboratory results showed that increasing the belt speed to 1

m/min should reduce the moisture content and energy consumption values by 1.0

and 18 percent, respectively. With this change in processing conditions,

which will require no design improvements, along with an increase in cake

thickness to 3.8 cm and improvement in ultrasonic seal, which will require

minor modifications,the EAD operating can be made lower than thermal drying

operating costs, as shown in Figure 46. The throughput for this

"conservative"design improvementcase is 2.24 ton (DS)/hr/mbelt width, which

is about 18 percent lower than for -100 mesh coal.

The operating cost can be further reduced assuming that a cake

pressure of 6 psi and an ultrasonic intensityof 0.66 watts/cm2 can be

achieved. These improvements(optimisticcase) are considered to be of

significantlygreater difficultythan the changes for the conservativecase

discussed above. The projected EAD operating costs for the optimistic case

are considerablylower than for thermal drying as shown in Figure 47.

In making the economic comparisons,three potential benefits of EAD

were overloaded as data were not availableto quantify these. First, the dust

formation in thermal drying could represent some economic penalty due to loss

of coal. Second, dust formationmay represent explorationhazards. And

third, there exists a possibilityof surface oxidationof coal due to

accidental overheating. The surface oxidation can hamper coal-water-slurry

formulations.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions from the two-phase coal EAD program are as follows:

(I) The continuous EAD of fine (-100 mesh) and ultrafine (-325
mesh) coal to achievemoisture levels of 22 and 31 percent,
respectivelyis feasible. These PRU results are suboptimal.

(2) The EAD operatingcost under the PRU conditions employed we,'e
not attractive above 50 ton (DS)/daythroughput. This is
because of the capital-intensivenature of EAD and selection
of low throughputconditions in PRU tests because of the
limitationof the capacity of the plant supplying the coal to
EAD.

"" (3) The use of higher values of cake thickness (2-4 cm), coupled
ultrasonic intensity (0.3-0.7watts/cm'),belt speeds (_ I
m/min), and pressure (4-6 psi) should result in minimization
of EAD capital and operating costs while achieving the target
final cake moisture levels of 20 percent for -100 mesh and 30
percent for -325 mesh coal. The energy costs are projectedto
range from about 1.50 to 3.50 dollars/ton (DS) coal, depending
on the level of mechanical design improvementsimplementedin
a commercial-sizeEAD machine. With these improvements,the
EAD is projectedto be considerablycheaper than thermal
drying.

(4) A solids retention of 99 percent on polyester belts is
feasible without using any flocculents.

(5) The propertiesof coal (proximate,ultimate, FSI, and HHV) are
unaltered by EAD.

(6) The combinationof mechanical pressure and heating effects
alone contributesto less than I percent moisture content
reductioncompared to a typical 10 to 15 percent reduction as
a result of all factors operativeduring EAD.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONSFOR PHASEIII

The results of Phases I and II point to the need for additional EAD

tests to optimize the process and continuousdewatering equipmentdesign.

There is a need to (a) explore new sets of operating conditions to minimize

capital cost, (b) modify the EAD belt press to achieve better ultrasonic

coupling (and thus achieve the resultswith ultrasonicscomparable to those

achieved in the laboratory)and higher values of cake pressure and cake

thickness, (c) test coals from several plants to determine variation in

electrochemicalproperties versus processwater chemistry,and (d) further

explore use of additivesto increase the ratio of zeta potentialto electrical

conductivity. Items (a), (c) and (d) should be studied in detail first in the

laboratory, followed by PRU testingwithin a narrow range of conditions at no

more than two sites. The modified PRU should be tested at sites capable of

providing at least 3 ton (DS)/hrof coal.
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APPENDIXA

LABORATORYEADDATASUMMARIES

The experimentalresults on -100 and -325 mesh Upper Freeport coals

are summarized in Tables A-I and A-2, respectively.
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APPENDIXB

REGRESSIONMODELLINGRESULTS,FORLABORATORY
EADTESTS ON-100 MESHUPPERFREEPORTCOAL

The results of analysis of variance and coefficient of parameter

estimates for final cake moisture and specific energy are given in Tables B-I

and B-2, respectively.

Table B-3 displays the observed and predicted final cake moistures

for selected tests conducted at 6 min and 6 Kg(DS)/m2 solids loading. The

measured and predictedfinal cake moisturesare shown in the fourth and fifth

columns of the table. The precisionof the predicted values can be assessed

by the 95 percent prediction bounds for final cake moisture given in the sixth

and seventh columns of the table; we are g5 percent confidentthat individual

final cake moistures will fall between the lower and upper prediction bounds.

The effect of ultrasonic intensityon final cake moisture is

presentedgraphically in Figure B-I.

The predicted EAD specific energy versus voltage gradient is shown

in Figure B-2. A 3-D plot of predictedspecific energy versus ultrasonic

power and voltage gradient is shown in Figure B-3.
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APPENDIXC

REGRESSIONMODELLINGRESULTSFORLABORATORYEADTESTS
ON -325 HESHUPPERFREEPORTCOAL

The results of analysis of variance and parameter estimates for

final cake moisture and specific energy are given in Tables C-I and C-2,

respectively.

The predictedand observed values of moisture and specific energy

as a function of ultrasonic intensityare given in Table C-3.

The predicted values of final cake moisture as a function of

voltage gradient, ultrasonic intensity,and dewatering time are given in

Figures C-I, C-2, and C-3, respectively.

The predictedvalues of specific energy as a function of pressure,

dewatering time, voltage gradient, and ultrasonic intensityare shown in

Figures C-4, C-5, C-6, and C-7, respectively.

The 3-D plots for final cake moisture and specific energy as a

function of ultrasonicwatts and voltage gradient are given in FiguresC-8 and

C-9, respectively.
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APPENDIXD

ANALYSESOF COALSFOR
EAD PRUTESTS

The typical proximate and ultimate analyses of the coals for-100

mesh and -325 mesh Upper Freeport coals for the PRtJtests are given in Table

D-I, and the typical particle size distributionso_'these coals are shown in

Figure D-I.
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TABLED-I. TYPICAL ULTIMATEANDPROXIMATEANALYSESOF UPPER
FREEPORTCOALSFORPRUTESTS.

-100 Mesh{a) -325 Mesh(b)

Moisture, % 35- 38 46- 48

UltimateAnalysis, _ Dry Basis

Carbon 74.76 79.64
Hydrogen 4.41 5.07
Nitrogen I.48 I.27
Sulfur 2.20 1.08
Ash 13.34 6.44
Oxygen (by difference) 3.81 6.50

Total 100.00 100.00

ProximateAnalysis, _ Dry Basis

Ash 13.34 6.50
Volatile Matter 30.81 29.11
Fixed Carbon 55.85 64.45

Total 100.00 100.00

Higher Heating Valve, Btu/hr (MAF) 15,447.00 ND

Free Swelling Index (FSI) 7 - 8 ND

(a) Vacuum-disk-filterproduct
(b) Solid-bowl-centrifugeproduct

ND" Not determined
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OPERATINGPROCEDUREFORTHE
ASHBROOK-SIHON-HARTLEYrJkDBELT PRESSPRU

1.0 Preparinqthe Press for Start-up

I.I Disconnectthe wiring betweenthe DC power supply and the
EAD rolls. The easiest locationto disconnect is at the
power supply output terminals. With an ohmmeter, check
the resistancebetweenthe positiveand negative terminals
going to the belt press to determineif a short circuit
exists betweenthe EAD rolls and the belt press frame.
Investigatethe cause of any short circuitand make
repairs.

1.2 Connect all electricalcables from belt press to the
control panel and check all electricalconnectionsfor
tightness.

2.0 Operation of Belt Press with EAD

WARNING: During operation, rubber gloves should be worn at all times to
avoid electricalshock in the event of electricalshort circuit
within the belt press.

CAUTION: Before turning DC power supply switch on, check for continuity
between EAD roll {positiveterminal)and belt press frame
{negativeterminal)and make sure there are no shorts in this
circuit. Continuitycheck must be done with power supply
unhookedfrom belt press (see 1.1).

Flashingred strobe light should immediatelycome on when the
DC power supply or the ultrasonicpower supply are energized,
indicatingthe belt press is in the EAd mode of operation.

2.1 Set the DC voltage regulatorto zero by turningthe knob
all the way to the left {thispotentiometercan be wired
remote, see attachedwiring diagram).

2.2 Start the current recorder (this recordercan also be
wired remote,see attachedwiring diagram).

2.3 Set the timer, if required,locatedon power supply
control box.

2.4 Make sure the cathodesare groundedto press frame.

2.5 Start the filtratepump as necessary.

2.6 Start the DC power supplyand adjust the voltage regulator
to obtain desired DC currentand voltage.
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2.7 Set the ultrasonicpowerselectorto desiredsetting:

PositionI - ~250watts
Position2 - ~550watts
Position3 - _800watts
Position4 - ~1500watts

WARNING: The ultrasonicgeneratormustbe turnedoff before
switchingthe powerselector.

2.8 Startthe ultrasonicpowergeneratorandadjustthe
frequencyto obtainmaximumoutputon the wattmeter.

2.g The DC currentcan be monitoredat the stripchart
recorderor the DC ammeterslocatedon the powersupply
controlbox.

2.10The DC voltagecan be monitoredby the voltmeterslocated
on the powersupplycontrolbox.

2.11The ultrasonicpowercan be monitoredby the wattmeter
locatedon eachultrasonicpowergeneratorcontrolbox.

3.0 Temporar@EADShutdownProcedure

3.I If feed is interruptedfor5 minutesor longer,reduceEAD
voltageto zero.

3.2 Turnoff ultrasonicpowergenerator.

3.3 Red strobelightwill continueto flash.

4.0 Procedurefor NormalShutdown

4.1 TurnDC poweroff.

4.2 Turnultrasonicpoweroff.

4.3 Shutoff filtratepump.
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APPENDIXF

STATISTICAL ANALYSESFOR EADPRU
TESTS ON-100 MESHCOAL

Table F-] gives results of t-tests to determine the effect of fluid

coupling on EADperformance.

The results of analyses of variance for final cake moisture and

delta moisture are given in Tables F-2 and F-3, respectively.
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TABLE F-l. PAIRED T-TEST FOR THE DIFFERENCESBETWEEN FINAL MOISTURE AND
DELTA MOISTURE FOR TESTS WITH AND WITHOUT FLUID COUPLING

[-I00 MESH COAL; PRU TESTS]

Without Fluid Couplinq With Fluid Couplinq . Difference(a)
Final Delta Final Delta Final Delta

Test Moisture Moisture Test Moisture Moisture Moisture Moisture
No. Percent Percent No. Percent Percent Percent Percent

720-1 30.51 5.84 720-3 27.65 8.15 2.86 2.31

720-5 22.75 12.34 720-4 22.06 13.65 0.69 1.31

724-1 31.08 6.93 724-2 30.00 7.14 1.08 0.21

724-3 27.76 9.69 724-4 27.5.,_ 9.09 0.20 -0.60

(b)N 4 4
Mean 1.21 0.81
Std. Dev. 1.16 1.27
t-test 2.08 1.27
p-value 0.13 0.29

III III I

(a) Difference between the results of the two tests done with and without
fluid coupling at similar levels of other factors.

(b)N = Sample number
Mean - Average of differences
Std. Dev. = Standard Deviationof the differences
t-test = N.05 Mean/Std. Dev,, student'st test statistic.
p-value = The observed significancelevel for testing whether or not

the averagedifferonce is statisticallydifferent from zero.
The difference is significantlydifferent from zero at the
5 percent level if the p-value is less than .05.
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TABLE F-2. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CONDUCTEDTO EXAJ_IINETHE
EFFECTS OF BELT PERMEABILITY,CAKE THICKNESS ULTRASONICS
POWER LEVELS,AND D.C. VOLTAGE LEVELS FOR FINAL MOISTURE
{-I00 MESH COAL; PRU TESTS]

Degrees Sum of Mean
Source of Freedom Squares Square F Value Pr>F

Belt 2 1.41 0.70 0.92 0.423

Cake 1 5.06 5.06 6.65 0.024

Ultrasonics 2 O.64 O.32 O.42 O.665

Voltage 3 69.72 23.24 30.57 O.001

Total Model 8 I]0.97 13.87 18.25 0.001

Error 12 9.12 0.76

Sum of squares = Total variability in the data that can be attributedto that
effect.

Mean square = Sum of squares divided by degrees of freedom; measures the
average variation attributedto that effect.

F value = Mean square for effect divided by the mean square for
uncontrollederror. Large values indicate that effect is
significant.

Pr>F = Observed significancelevel for the F test. The effect is
statisticallysignificantat the 5 percent level if Pr>F is
less than 0.05.

Total Model Total variability in the data that can be attributed to belt
permeabilitycake thickness, ultrasonicspower levels, and DC
voltage levels.

Error = Variabilitythat cannot be accounted for by the terms in the
model

Degree of = Number of independentobservationsfor measuring the
Freedom variation across the levels of the effect
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TABLE F-3. SUMMARYOF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CONDUCTEDTO EXAMINETHE
EFFECTSOF BELT COARSENESS,CAKE THICKNESS, ULTRASONICS
POWER LEVELS,AND D.C. VOLTAGE LEVELS FOR DELTA MOISTURE
[-10O MESH COAL; PRU TESTS]

I I I IIII 'al '._

Degrees Sum of Mean
Source of Freedom Squares Square F Value Pr>F

Belt 2 0.34 0.17 0.44 0.652

Cake I 0.03 0.03 0.07 ,0.793

Ultrasonics 2 1.09 0.55 1.41 0.282

Voltage 3 68,71 22.90 59.22 0.001

Total Model 8 88.46 11.06 28.59 0.001

Error 12 4.64 0.39

IIII I I II

Sum of squares = Total variability in the data that can be attributedto that
effect.

Mean square = Sum of sauare_ divided by degrees of freedom; measures the
average v_riation attributedto that effect.

F value = Mean square for effect divided by the mean square for
uncontrollederror. Large values indicate that effect is
significant.

Pr>F = Observed significancelevel for the F test. The effect is
statisticallysignificantat the 5 percent level if Pr>F is
less than 0.05.

Total Model = Total variability in the data that can be attributedto belt
permeability,cake thickness,ultrasonicspower levels,and
DC voltage levels.

Error = Variabilitythat cannot be accountedfor by the terms in the
model

Degree of = Number of independentobservationsfor measuring the
Freedom variationacross the levels of the effect
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APPENDIXG

STATISTICAL ANALYSESFOR EADPRU
TESTS ON -325 flESH COAL

The mean and standard deviation for final and delta moisture are

given in Table G-I.

The results of analysis of variance for final moisture and delta

are summarized in Tables G-2 and G-3, respectively.
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TABLE G-2. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CONDUCTEDTO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS
OF FLUID COUPLING,CAKE THICKNESS, ULTRASONIC POWER LEVELS, AND
VOLTAGE POWER LEVELS FOR FINAL MOISTURE [-325 MESH COAL; PRU TESTS]

I I I III I I

Degrees Sum of Mean
Source of Freedom Squares Square F Value Pr>F

Voltage I 39.07 39.07 23.42 O.OOI

Fluid Coupling I 6.17 6.17 3.70 0.070

Ultrasonics I 1.91 1.91 1.15 0.298

Cake Thickness 1 19.6B 19.68 11.80 0.003

Ultrasonics* 1 4.05 4.05 2.43 0.136
Cake Thickness

Total Model 5 99.61 19.92 11.94 0.001

Error 19 31.70 1.67

M_ IIII IIII I I

Sum of squares = Total variability in the data that can be attributed to that
effect.

Mean square = Sum of squares divided by degrees of freedom; measures the
average variation attributed to that effect.

F value = Mean square for effect divided by the mean square for
uncontrollederror. Large values indicate that effect is
significant.

Pr>F = Observed significancelevel for the F test. The effect is
statisticallysignificantat the 5 percent level if Pr>F is
less than 0.05.

Total Model = Total variabilityin the data that can be attributed to belt
permeabilitycake thickness, ultrasonicspower levels, and DC
voltage levels.

Error = Variabilitythat cannot be accountedfor by the terms in the
model

Degree of = Number of independentobservationsfor measuring the
Freedom variation across the levels of the effect
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TABLE G-3. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CONDUCTED TO EXAMINE
THE EFFECTS OF FLUID COUPLING, CAKE THICKNESS, ULTRASONIC
POWER LEVELS, AND VOLTAGE POWER LEVELS FOR DELTA MOISTURE
[-325 MESH COAL; PRU TESTS]

,, I , ,

Degrees Sum of Mean
Source of Freedom Squares Square F Value Pr>F

Voltage I 41.42 41.42 12.33 0.002

Fluid Coupling I 3.43 3.43 1.02 0.325

Ultrasonics I 7.45 7.45 2.22 O.153

Cake Thickness I 20.27 20.27 6.03 0.024

Ultrasonics* I 14.84 14.84 4.42 0.049
Cake Thickness

TotaI ModeI 5 114.97 22.99 6.84 O.O01

Error 19 63.84 3.36

Sum of squares = Total variability in the data that can be attributed to that
effect.

Mean square = Sum of squares divided by degrees of freedom; measures the
average variation attributed to that effect.

F value = Mean squ'_refor effect divided by the mean square for
uncontrollederror. Large values indicate that _ffect is
significant.

Pr>F = Observed significancelevel for the F test. The effect is
statistically significant at the 5 percent level if Pr>F is
less than 0.05.

Total Model = Total variability in the data that can be attributed to belt
permeability cake thickness, ultrasonics power levels, and DC
voltage levels.

Error = Variability that cannot be accounted for by the terms in the
model

Degree of = Number of independentobservations for measuring the
Freedom variation across the levels of the effect






